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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
Requirements for better performance have pushed engine designs to lighter
weight systems, higher pressures, and more severe temperature environments.
Temperatures, external and internal fluids flow noise, and mechanical vibra-
tion levels have increased markedly and have been shown to limit hardware
designs. Advanced engine concepts and designs are enough different so that
the loads cannot be simply scaled from other engines.
The use of engine cycles, such as staged combustion on the space shuttle main
engine (SSME), result in engine operating pressures in the 3000 to 7000 psi
regime. High performance turbomachinery operates in the 30,000 to I00,000 RPM
regime. These operational requirements result in complex high energy loading
throughout the engine. The difficulty in installation, the burden in cost and
the potential for destroying an engine have severely limited required instru-
mentation and measurements to adequately define loads of key components, such
as turbine blades. Also, accurate analytical methodologies for defining in-
ternal flow-related loads are just emerging for problems typically found in
rocket engines. The difficulty of obtaining measured data and verified
analysis methodologies has led to the probabilistic load definition approach
of this contract.
Current loads analyses methodologies are driven by their usage in determinis-
tic analysis methods. This includes strength and fatigue analysis as well as
mechanical vibration. The deterministic solution typically uses an upper
bound approach where maximum loads and minimum properties are used. For cri-
tical hardware, a separate sensitivity study is often made to determine
nominal operation and which of the loads and their variations govern the hard-
ware design. Quantification of the actual variations and their frequency of
occurrence is a crucial weakness.
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The Composite Load Spectra (CLS) contract and the associated Probabilistic
Structural Analysis Method (PSAM) contract from Lewis Research Center are
developing an integrated probabilistic approach to the structural problem.
The probabilistic loads approach has the ability to quantify knowledge more
technically relative to the loads. The use of meanvalues and distributions
of engine loads, rather than maximumor enveloped loads, can add greatly to
the understanding of normal engine operation while furnishing good or better
knowledgeof maximumconditions.
Present techniques often result in manufacturing of components that, in many
cases, greatly exceed design requirements; however, there,is no way _f assess-
ing this margin for extending the useful life margin. Thus, to formulate more
effective designs, it is necessary that loads on componentsof rocket engines
be derived so that they can be applied by probabilistic analysis methods such
as PSAM. More effective designs will result in moreaccurate methods reflect-
ing the true risk. An assessmentwould be mucheasier to perform if a prob-
abilistic analysis and associated risk assessmentwere available.
This project will p_ovide methods to combine technologies of analytical
(deterministic) loads and probabilistic modeling. Since these methods will be
developed from a generic approach, they will be applicable to current or ad-
vanced liquid rocket engine designs.
1.2 Proiect Objective
The objective of this program is to develop generic load models. Multiple
levels of progressive sophistication will simulate the CLS induced in space
propulsion system components and will be representative of SSME, such as
transfer ducts, turbine blades and liquid oxygen (LOX) posts. These models
will be developed using two independent approaches. The first approach
consists of describing CLS simulation, using state-of-the-art probabilistic
methods to describe the individual loading conditions and combinations of
these loading conditions to synthesize the CLS.
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The second approach consists of developing coupled models for CLS simulation
which combine (deterministic) models for composite load dynamic, acoustic,
high-pressure and high rotational speed, etc., load simulation using
statistically varying coefficients. These coefficients will then be
determined using advanced probabilistic simulation methods with and without
strategically selected experimental data. The first approach effort has been
completed and work on the second approach started.
The unified theory required to combine various individual load simulation
models (hot-gas dynamic, vibrations, instantaneous-position, centrifugal
field, etc.) into CLS simulation models will be developed under this program.
Results obtained from tests models will be compared with available numerical
results with the loads induced by individual load simulation models. Results
will also be obtained with available structural analysis results from inde-
pendent analyses and tests. These theories, developed under both approaches,
will be further validated with respect to level of sophistication and relative
to predictive reliability and attendant level of confidence.
A computer code incorporating the various individual and CLS models will be
developed to construct the specific load model desired. The approach is to
develop and deliver the computer code at intervals in the contract. The first
version was an initial code for turbine blade loading. Subsequent code
versions have added sophistication to the component probabilistic load defini-
tion and the decision making processes, as well as installing a new set of
loads for an additional component. This allows for ongoing evaluation and
usage of the system by Rocketdyne and NASA.
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2.0 SUMMARY
The development of the CLS is a 4-year base program and a 2-year option pro-
gram. Rocketdyne is the prime contractor and is responsible for the overall
project. Battelle Columbus Laboratories (BCL) is the major subcontractor for
developing the probabilistic methods and related tasks. The effort is divided
into three tasks: probabilistic method and load model development, load-
expert system development; and code validation and verification. The CLS base
program is essentially complete. Since January 1989, the option program is
carrying out. There is no clear-cut separation between the base program and
the option program. The option program is really a natural extension of
development work from the base program. This final report presents the accom-
plishments of the CLS efforts during the last 4 years. It summarizes experi-
ences gained during the base program efforts, details the status of the CLS
code, and presents some perspectives of the program and its future direction.
The SSME is being used as a baseline model for defining the loads and require-
ments. The SSME configuration of the four components studied are shown in
Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Figure 2.1 is a cross section of the SSME powerhead
showing typical LOX posts in the three combustors (two preburners and a main
injector), transfer ducts between the turbines, and the main injector and
turbine blades. Figure 2.2 shows the HPOTP discharge duct in an overall SSME
powerhead view. This duct was chosen as the Fourth component because of its
history of fluid vibration-related problems.
During the base program, a probabilistic multilevel engine model was devel-
oped. The SSME is being used as a baseline model; however, the engine model
implemented on the CLS program is generic. The multilevel engine model is
composed of the engine system influence model and various component load
models as shown in Figure 2.3. The engine system influence model is the
foundation of the multilevel engine model which allows various component load
models to be built on it. The engine system model evaluates system per-
formance variables and engine subsystem operation loads. Both load types are
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Figure 2.3. Multi-Level Engine Model
classified as system dependent loads from now on as a convenient convention.
The evaluation is based on the engine operating power level, engine hardware,
and operating parameters. Engine hardware and operating parameters are
classified as system-independent loads from now on. The load definitions will
be defined in the next section.
Component load models evaluate loads local to a component (classified as com-
ponent loads) using system loads as the component boundary loads (subsystem
interface operating loads).
The base program engine system influence model, which is implemented into the
probabilistic load model, has 23 independent loads and 62 dependent loads
The load selection was developed mainly for the purpose of engine performance
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evaluation. Independent loads do not include most engine hardware param-
eters. When this model was employed to calculate dependent loads, the load
distribution results (mainly the load variation) did not compare well with the
lO-second average load database data. Investigation indicates that the
engine-to-engine variation was not included in the engine system model. This
variation is contributed mainly from engine hardware variations as a result of
different manufacturing processes used by different manufacturers and differ-
ent environmental conditions during the manufacturing process. This pointed
out a need for an expanded engine system influence model. As a result of this
investigation, an expanded list of independent loads and dependent loads were
identified. The lists include 64 independent loads and 99 dependent Joads. A
request was made to the engine performance group for a new influence coef-
ficient set for the expanded list of loads. The new influence coefficient set
has been generated and is planned to be implemented during the option program
of this contract.
The probabilistic methods were surveyed and three methods were selected to b_
implemented in the CLS code. The three probabilistic methods selected are (1)
the Gaussian moment method, (2) the random sampling condensation algorithm
(RASCAL) method, and (3) the Monte Carlo method.
The Gaussian moment method assumes all random variables are normally dis-
tributed. The variation of a combined load is evaluated, based on Gaussian
algebra. This method is best used for a quick evaluation or sensitivity study.
The RASCAL method is a variance of the discrete probability distribution (DPD)
method. It is versatile in that it can handle almost all types of dis-
tribution, even those without closed forms. It is efficient if very high
accuracy is not required.
The Monte Carlo method is the most powerful method because it can be applied
to any situation. The conventional wisdom is that the Monte Carlo method is
computational-expansive and inefficient; however, with available high speed
computers, this is probably not a Factor. If high accuracy is required, the
Monte Carlo method is probably the best way to solve the problem.
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The three methods were implemented to the engine system influence model.
RASCAL was chosen to be the principal method as most component load models
were implemented with the method. Validation of RASCAL has been performed.
High accuracy comparable to the Monte Carlo method can be obtained if a large
enough bin size is used. But then the efficiency advantage of RASCAL is lost.
Generic probabilistic models were developed and implemented for load calcula-
tions using the probabilistic methods discussed above. Each engine mission,
either a real flight or a test, has three mission phases: the engine start
transient phase, the steady state phase, and the engine cut off transient
phase. Power level and engine operating inlet conditions change during a
mission. The load calculation module provides the steady-state and quasi-
steady state calculation procedures with duty-cycle-data option. The quasi-
steady state procedure is for engine transient phase calculations. In adoi-
tion, a few generic probabilistic load models were also developed for specific
conditions. These include the fixed transient spike model, the poison arrival
transient spike model, and the Fare event model. These generic probabilistic
load models are valuable tools for simulating loads with specific conditions.
They were implemented in place. However, more study and development i_
required to build sufficient knowledge base and database to facilitate gene_ ;
usage. As it stands now, only experts with full knowledge of the loads to be
simulated can use these models to synthesize desired ]oads with the specific
conditions.
Four SSME components, turbine blades, transfer ducts, LOX post, and the hi_jn
pressure oxidizer turbopump (HPOTP) discharge duct were selected for appli-
cation of the CLS program. The loads for these four components provide a
fairly complete picture of loads for the SSME. Loads developed for the four
components are listed in Table 2.1. They include static pressure loads and
dynamic pressure loads for all four components, centrifugal force for the
turbine blade, temperatures or thermal loads for all four components, and
structural vibration loads for the ducts and LOX posts (ref. 2.1).
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Table 2.1. CompositeLoad Spectra
Scope of the Load KnowledgeBase
Individual Turbine Transfer LOX HPOTPDD
Load Load Duct Post
X X X XStatic pressure
Dynamic pressure
Turbulence
Sinusoidal
(repeated pulse) X
Random
Centrifugal
Temperature
Structural vibration
Transient
Steady-state
- X
X
X X
- X
- X
X
X
X
X
m
X
X
X
X
89c_4-339 -26
The probabilistic load development has proceeded in parallel with the load
definition work. The goal is to address generic engines that may include
different mission profiles or incorporate design changes. This will require
that a robust and general probabilistic approach be adopted for inclusion in
the expert system. Generic component load models were developed to synthesize
probabilistic loads of components. In the CLS load expert system, the generic
static pressure scaling model, the generic probabilistic thermal load model,
and the generic fluctuation pressure (dynamic pressure load for ducts and L@×
posts) load model were implemented. With appropriate database, the generic
load models will provide the correct loads for each component. The sinusoidal
dynamic pressure load for turbine blades is unique and a dedicated turbine-
blade dynamic-pressure model was implemented for it. There is a vibration
model in place. More development and improvement of the vibration model is
required for any real applications.
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Probabilistic load models were integrated into a load-expert system. The
primary function of the load-expert system is to provide a development envi-
ronment for integrating the load knowledge domain with the probabilistic
models. Advantages of an expert system environment for the CLS program are
that it facilitates incremental development of the probabilistic load models
especially for building generic models, provides a better knowledge represen-
tation, avoids data and knowledge redundancy, and provides a friendly user
interface for interactive computing.
The intensive computation requirement for load modeling and the nonproprietary
requirement dictated that the expert system program be developed in-house and
in FORTRAN language so that it could be easily integrated with the FORTRAN
routines developed for probabilistic methods and load models. The philoL-
ophy is to learn from the experiences gained by artificial intelligence (AI)
pioneers and to make the system simple and efficient. As Feigenhaum
(ref. 2.2) put it, "knowledge is power." The goal is to put all the knowledge
together in a suitable representation which can be utilized efficiently by the
load calculation module. Based on this philosophy, the CLS program employs a
decision tree inferencing scheme chosen for its simplicity and efficiency
coupled with a database system for data management. The engineering data is
handled by the database system. The data processing and load modeling were
hardwired into decision tree rule modules. The process control and queries
are handled by the expert system. Nith this simple structure, the expert
system achieves its goal of providing a convenient way of retrieving load
information to users, performing simple calculations using different load
models, and preparing input file for a full-blown load calculation.
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3.0 SSMEOVERVIEW
The orbiter vehicle main propulsion system includes three SSMEs. An SSMEis a
reusable, high-performance, liquid-propellant rocket engine with variable
thrust. All three SSMEsare ignited on the ground at launch, operating in
parallel with solid rocket boosters during the initial ascent phase, and
continuing to operate for approximately 550 seconds during total firing
duration. Each engine operates at a mixture ratio (liquid oxygen/liquid
hydrogen) of 6:1 and a chamberpressure of approximately 3,000 psia to produce
a sea level thrust of 375,000 pounds and a vacuum thrust of 470,000 pounds.
The engines are throttleable over a thrust range of 65 to 109%of the rated
power level. This provides a higher thrust level during lift-off and the
initial ascent phase, and allows orbiter acceleration to be limited to 3 g
during the final ascent phase. The engines are gimbaled to provide pitch,
yaw, and roll control during orbiter boost phase.
A typical flight profile is shown in Figure 3.1. This basic profile is
characteristic of a majority of the pressure, flow, and pump characteristic
parameters. SOL,OSTERMINATE&DROP
_)L. ID$ AT t o _'2 MINUTES
FIRE AT to
I04 104% 104%
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Figure 3.1. Typical SSME Thrust Profile
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A brief description of the engine operation and propellant flow schematic is
provided in order to furnish an overall perspective of the engine and its
loads. Figure 3.2 is a simplified flow schematic where main engine components
and flows are shown.
A description of the start sequencefollows.
SSME PROP_.LANT FLOW SCHEMATIC
Figure 3.2. SSME Propellant Flow Schematic
Comport e_n_ts_
Low Pressure Fuel Turbopump ]0.
High Pressure Fuel Turbopump ]l
Main Fuel Valve 12
Chamber Coolant Control Valve 13
Nozzle 14
Main Combustion Chamber 15
Fuel Preburner Oxidizer Valve 16
Fuel Preburner (LOX Posts) 17
Hot Gas Manifold (& Transfer
Tubes
Main Injector (LOX Posts)
Low Pressure Oxidizer T/P
High Pressure Oxidizer T/P
Main Oxidizer Valve
Oxid. Preburner Control Valve
Oxidizer Preburner
Pogo Suppressor
Controller
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The flow of liquid hydrogen (or fuel) and liquid oxygen (or oxidizer) from the
space shuttle external tank is restrained from entering the engine by pre-
valves (or isolation valves) located in the orbiter above the low pressure
turbopumps (l and ll). Approximately I hour prior to firing, the prevalves
are opened to allow propellants to flow through the low pressure turbopumps (l
and l]), and through the high pressure turbopumps (2 and 12), and then to the
main propellant valves (3 and 13). On the liquid oxygen side, the system also
fills two preburner valves (7 and 14). The cryogenic propellants are held in
ducts for sufficient time to chili the engine and attain liquid conditions in
the respective propellant systems. The chill process is aided by bleedlines
to remove gaseous propellants as they are formed.
In the start sequence, hydrogen and oxygen sides operate almost simultan-
eously. The hydrogen (or fuel) side is explained first.
Upon receipt of the ignition command from the orbiter, the main fuel valve (3)
is opened. This permits hydrogen to flow into the coolant loop, through
nozzle tubes (5), and through channels in the main combustion chamber (6).
Part of this coolant loop flow is diverted by the coolant control valve (4) to
the preburners (8 and ]5) for combustion and cooling of the preburner walls.
Some of the hydrogen used in the coolant loop is warmed in the process to vir-
tually ambient conditions and is tapped off at the main combustion chamber (6)
for routing back to the low pressure turbopump (]) to drive the turbine for
that pump. This flow passes through the turbine and is returned to the walls
of the hot gas manifold (9) and the main injector (]0) to provide cooling.
On the oxygen (or oxidizer) side, the ignition command opens the main oxidizer
valve (13). The liquid oxygen flows through the two turbopumps (ll and 12) to
the main injector (lO) and also (through valves at 7 and 14) to the two pre-
burners (8 and 15). Oxygen, tapped off downstream of the high pressure oxi-
dizer turbopump (12), is routed to the low pressure turbopump (ll) and to
serve as the turbine-drive fluid for that pump. This flow continues through
the low pressure oxidizer turbopump (ll), thus re-entering the circuit.
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Spark igniters located in the dome of both preburners (8 and 15) and the main
chamber (I0) initiate combustion.
After the engine is signaled to start, the initial combustion occurs in the
preburners. There are two preburners: one provides power to the high-
pressure fuel turbomachinery (8), and the other provides power to high
pressure oxidizer turbomachinery (15). Proper sequencing of these two
preburners allows the engine to start repeatedly regardless of engine inlet
conditions. Each of the two preburners operates at a low mixture ratio of
less than one part oxygen to hydrogen to produce hot gas (or hydrogen-rich
steam) to provide low-temperature gases for turbomachinery operation. Each
temperature can be varied by moving a single valve. The two preburners thus
provide a convenient method for controlling engine thrust and mixture ratio.
The preburners operate over a broad range of pressure and temperature to
achieve a full range of engine operating conditions.
As the fuel-rich gases leave the preburners, they immediately enter high-
pressure turbomachinery. The gases are expanded in a turbine and the expan-
sion reduces the temperature. After the gases leave the turbomachinery, they
enter the hot-gas manifold. This manifold transports and distributes the
gases to the main injector. The hot-gas manifold serves multiple functions.
It supports the two preburners and two high-pressure turbopumps, and also
forms a portion of the thrust chamber structure. The compactness of the hot-
gas manifold allows the powerhead diameter to be minimized, and its orienta-
tion permits access for the removal and inspection of turbomachinery and
preburners.
After the gases are routed through the hot-gas manifold, they enter the thrust
chamber. The thrust chamber consists of three major parts: the main injector
(lO), the main combustion chamber (6), and the nozzle (5).
Fuel-rich gases from the hot gas manifold enter the thrust chamber through the
injector and are distributed in the injector. Liquid oxygen from the high
pressure oxidizer turbopump (2) enters at the top of the injector, is uni-
formly distributed within the oxidizer dome. The oxygen then enters the
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center tube of each of the injector coaxial elements. The fuel-rich hot gas
enters the large annular tube of the coaxial element. The coaxial elements
are designed and optimized so that the hot gas, plus the oxygen, is uniformly
distributed throughout the combustion chamber. This is achieved by proper
matching of gas and oxygen velocities and uniform spacing of elements across
the injector face. A portion of the injector elements is extended into the
combustion chamber to form acoustic baffles. These elements, quite similar to
those used on the injector face, inject hydrogen and oxygen at the same
mixture ratio as the elements on the injector face and maintain uniform
distribution and high performance.
Propellants injected into the main chamber are combusted rapidly at a mix-
ture ratio of six parts of oxygen to one part hydrogen. The gases are accel-
erated to sonic velocity and supersonically expanded in the aft portion of the
main combustion chamber and the nozzle.
There is a standard set of engine measurements that are taken on each SSME
engine ground test that is used for calculating engine performance, measuring
critical levels of vibration, temperature, etc. for engine redlines and
measuring general engine operation. A subset of the information applicable to
the CLS contract (Figure 3.3) includes measured data related to LOX posts,
turbine blades and transfer ducts. Most of the measurements are low frequency
digital data. The accelerometer data are all high frequency analog
measurements.
Figure 3.4 shows the standard flow of engine test data processing on the
SSME. For low frequency data, the information is processed through a data
reduction code and either plotted as the variable versus time or further
processed to obtain steady-state performance calculations that include both
measured and calculated flows, temperatures, pressures, torques, speeds, power
level, etc. The analog data passes through a high frequency data processing
facility and produces a series of standard plots. These data are all reviewed
prior to the next test firing of the engine and are also collected in various
databases for later use and review. Data tapes are saved from all engine
tests and information is recoverable at any time.
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Figure 3.3. SSME Standard Instrumentation Available on Powerhead
The right side of Figure 3.4 depicts the interrelationship of the engine per-
formance model and the engine data analysis• The engine data reduction mode]
and the performance mode] are essentially the same code• For data ana]ysis,
engine measurements are used as input variables• For the performance model,
design conditions are used for the input variables. Based on empirical
measurements on more than ]000 engine tests, coefficients for these models
have been adjusted. The influence conditions or coefficients and nominals are
a set of equations with coefficients that are varied as a function of power
level to accurately represent the results of the performance model at specific
power levels between 65 and 109% power level. Influence coefficients and
nominals are a cost effective method of determining engine parameters for a
limited set of independent and dependent variables.
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Figure 3.4. Data Analysis
The engine measurements form the best ready database for developing proba-
bilistic loads. Since they are all time-phased, it is a convenient method for
obtaining some of the combined load effects. In the development of the
individual loads, key variables (e.g., power level, torques, and flow rates)
are available to aid in developing correlations in order that generic loads
can later be scaled using these parameters.
Table 3.1 summarizes and classifies an overall perspective of where infor-
mation is obtained for detai] ana]ysis of components. The first two items
relate to the direct engine measurements and analysis discussed above.
The engine balance and engine transient model have similar simulation codes
for modeling engine components. The engine balance model furnishes higher
accuracy steady-state quantities, whereas the transient model depicts a full
range of engine test conditions. Both models project standard engine or
typical engine operating conditions. Engine test results are not directly
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Table 3.1. Classification of Data Available
for Use in Probabilistic LoadDetermination
DatalAnalysi s
l_ Engine test measurements
• Low frequency (digital)
• Hi frequency (FM tape)
2) Engine test calculated
variables
• Low freq (digital)
• Steady state only
l sec, 3 sec,
I0 sec avg
• Major component level
3! Engine transient simulation
model
• Low frequency digital
analysis
• _ajor component level
4, Engine balance model
• Stead 7 state analysis
• Specific operating
conditions
• Nominals, max, mins
Shock 5nd Vibration
environments
• Design and test
environments
,_._ Special measurements
7; Individual component
analysis
• Steady state basis
Engine balance
conditions
Vibration environ-
ment
• Transient analysis
Engine transient
Shock environment
• Expert opinion
Availability
• Every engine test
• Various types of processed
data and records
• Every engine test
• Specific simulations for
understanding start and cutoff
• Not test specific, but
correlated to test results
Specific engine
operation conditions
• Specific zones on engine
• Expected max conditions
• Different thrust level and
engine configurations
• Historical database for
engine
Exampl es
• Turbine discharge temp, Pc'
• Turbopump or injector
accelerometers
• Pump torque, flow rates
• Engine valving and sequencing c
overall engine start and cutoff
• Major component variables
• RPL, FPL, lli% and oth#r pc_e r
levels
• Various engine confiqur,_ti_:m_
• Major ccimpr_ner, t var_l_-_
• Zone A, main :ombustiDn :k_m2,,
zon,_
• Zc;ne E, f,jel prob.'riP _
• Limited database
• Critical hardware
• Few measurement
• _ifficult to obtain
Some information for all
components
Level of detail depen-
dent on - criticality
of component, accuracy of
model and knowledge of
loads
Stp_dy state primarily
Limited duty cycle
t• Instrumented turbopumss
I• _rl_ t r ;m,_rlted injr_,:t :r
i b_HGM cold flow
Engine 011@ tests
j analysis
• Limited engine and lab
test measurements
LOX post
Turbine blades
• Transfer ducts
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used as input, but are used as correlation data to compare with engine test-
ing. In general, the engine balance data, and to a lesser extent engine
transient simulation model results, are used for componentanalysis.
Structural vibration loads are based on shock and vibration environment defin-
itions rather than on individual engine measurements.
Detailed structural analyses are usually based on limited or maximumcondi-
tions that occur within the load duty cycle of the component rather than a
detailed time-dependent analysis of a mission history profile. Most of the
available loads are not readily available in the proper format.
The following figures and discussion are furnished to give a perspective of
the form of the available engine data and someof its characteristics. Figure
3.5 is the data processed by Rocketdyne for the fuel preburner chamberpres-
sure (FPB Pc) during a typical test. This trace mirrors the thrust profile
trace in Figure 3.6. Since pressure and temperature changes at engine
propellant inlets affect engine performance, the thrust profile trace also
notates whenventing of run tanks occurs in tests.
High frequency sample data processing examples include AMS, PSD, ISOPLOTS,
Tracking Filter and STATOS. Figure 3.7 shows the power level profile of a
test. This test was chosen since it varies the power level in I% decrements
from 109% to 90%. Each step has a steady-state response of 3 sec. This
incremental change is easily noted in the high pressure fuel pump speed pro-
file in Figure 3.8. Figure 3.9 is a typical AMS plot that furnishes a compo-
site level squared time history of the variables noted. These traces show
transient effects during start and cutoff, as well as the variation caused by
changes in steady-state power level. Figure 3.10 is a power level spectral
density (PSD) plot of a selected time interval of the test (14 to 24 seconds
from start). The variable is the fuel preburner longitudinal acceleration.
This plot shows the HPFTP sinusoidal harmonics at 12N, 18N, 24N and 30N that
stand out above the average RMS level of the signal. Also, the HPOTP sinu-
soidal harmonic at 16N is annotated. The same HPFTP sinusoidal frequencies
are easily seen on the ISOPLOT in Figure 3.11. Since they are pump-speed
dependent, the ISOPLOT also shows how these harmonics drop off as the power
level is decreased from 109%.
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The PSD shown demonstrates that high frequency inputs from both pumps are car-
ried through the powerhead and drive the fuel preburner accels. Similar
responses are found in the main injector accelerometers.
The STATOS record (Figure 3,12) is included to show that the accelerometer
response is such a wide spectrum that the special (standard) processing shown
in the previous figures is required to gain intelligent information from the
data.
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4.0 ENGINELOADSANDCLSENGINELOADMODELS
4.1 Background
Individual loads applicable to the four components in this project are
summarized in Table 2.1. Those loads cover a major portion of the loading
throughout a rocket engine and are an excellent representative set to develop
into an engine loads expert system. Where applicable, individual loads are
modeled for the entire duty cycle.
The loads are essentially self-generated or self-induced loads except for
steady-state g-forces and gimbaling requirements during flight. This allows
the engines to be readily separated from the vehicle loads analysis as a
subsystem with specific requirements.
The vehicle design can be divided into conceptual, preliminary, detail, and
design verification phases. This is followed by flight support and possible
uprating and problem resolutions. During the conceptual and preliminary
design phases of a vehicle, major decisions are reached that spawn require-
ments for engine design. Vehicle requirements often are related to ]oad
al]eviation or preventative measures and performance requirements to optimize
vehicle design with engine design. Examples include: (l) controlled thrust
rise rate, (2) in-flight load alleviation, (3) cutoff impulse requirements,
(4) engine inlet operating pressures and temperatures, and engine gimbal angle
and rate requirements. A description of the approach to deriving the loads
design criteria for the space shuttle and its payload is given in Reference
4.1. The vehicle system requirements reduce to a set of engine loads and
system requirements (ref. 4.2) that define limits and engine duty cycles that
end up defining a part of the engine individual and composite loads. (Note:
most examples in the discussion presented herein are related to the SSME, but
they are a]so appropriate for generic rocket engines.)
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The basic engine duty cycle is controlled by engine thrust buildup limits
(Figure 4.1) engine thrust decay limits (Figure 4.2) and overall flight
requirements such as maximum operational power, throttling during maximum
dynamic loads, and throttling near the end of f]ight to maintain a maximum
g-load limit (Figure 4.3). These and other engine requirements are used to
develop engine configurations and design.
4.2 SSME Deterministic Engine Model
Deterministic models of varying complexity are used in all analysis efforts to
evaluate engine performance, engine operating conditions, and component oper-
ating loads. The steady-state engine simulation model, i.e., the engine per-
formance model relates engine operating parameters and inlet conditions to
engine system performance parameters and engine subsystem operation condi-
tions. The engine performance model is a fairly complex system. Trend charts
for engine parameters and pump curves as functions of power level are used in
the model to anchor experimental and test data. Engine hardware parameters
are calibrated for each engine so that the model evaluation of measured loads
agrees with measurements. This, in turn, produces accurate performance evalu-
ation and other unmeasured subsystem operating loads.
To facilitate the engine performance evaluation and prediction, a production
influence coefficient model has been developed by the Engine Performance
Analysis group at Rocketdyne. The model uses some 20 independent operating
parameters and inlet conditions to calculate system-dependent variables used
to assess engine performance. Engine operating parameters and inlet condi-
tions are classified as engine-direct variables. The 23 engine-direct vari-
ables, listed in Table 4.1, include propellant inlet temperatures and pres-
sures, line resistance changes due to gimbaling, and tank repressurization
flow settings. Engine system performance parameters and engine subsystem
operating conditions are classified as the system-dependent loads listed in
Table 4.2. Based on the evaluation of the engine performance model, the
influence coefficients were obtained. To account for an as-built engine con-
dition, tag values are used for engine subsystem operating conditions as the
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nominal va]ues of the engine. Tag values are obtained by adjusting 4] random
variables relating to engine hardware parameters in the engine performance
mode] such that measured variables match measurements from the acceptance
tests of the engine. The deterministic adjustment removes the engine-to-
engine variation and allows the engine influence coefficient mode] to
accurately predict the engine performance.
It is known that engine-to-engine variations, due to manufacturing and other
environmental conditions, are significant. A list of 46 random variables
listed in Tab]e 4.3 was developed to account for variations in hardware. The
variations were based on consultations with component experts to define how
much each item was expected to vary from a manufacturing, performance, or
test-to-test basis. The performance unit then combined these variations with
design requirements and knowledge of past engine performance to develop a set
of variances for the random variables. The combined effect of these variables
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Table 4.1. SSME Table of Influence Coefficients
Independent Parameter Nominal Value
1 Commanded mixture ratio
2 Fuel inlet total pressure (psia)
3 Oxidizer inlet total pressure (psia)
4 Fue] inlet temperature (R)
5 Oxidizer inlet temperature (R)
6 HPFTP turbine efficiency multip]ier
7 HPFTP turbine flow multiplier
8 HPOTP turbine efficiency multiplier
9 HPOTP turbine flow multiplier
lO T/C characteristic velocity multiplier (C*)
II Main fuel valve resistance
12 Main oxidizer valve resistance
13 Coolant control valve resistance
14 FPB fuel injector resistance
15 OPB fuel injector resistance
16 LPFTP turbine inlet orifice resistance
17 LPFTP turbine nozzle area (in2)
18 Oxidizer pressurant flowrate (Ib/sec)
19 Fuel pressurant flowrate (lb/sec)
20 LPOTP Pump
21 LPOTP Pump
22 LPOTP Pump
cavitation correction
cavitation correction
cavitation correction
6.0000
30.0000
I00.0000
37.0000
164.0000
1.0090
1.0125
1.0152
0.9741
1.0004
0.0138
0.0107
-1.942890E-16
l.O00000E+O0
O.O00000E+O0
O.O00000E+O0
0.1550
0.6850
0.7160
0.9500
3.666887E+01
-9.966946E+01
9.016788E+01
-2.711157E+01
1.676685E-01
1.764161E+00
-3.111869E-01
O.O00000E,O0
].0000
1.0000
1.0000
23 Lp?TP P_ump cavitation co rrect!_on 1.O000
Remarks: A one percent increase in the independent parameter
- wi11 cause the percentage change in the dependent
parameter as given by the curve-fit coefficients
listed below.
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Table 4.2. SSME Influence Coefficient Dependent Parameters for CLS
I. NPOTP TUR|INE SPEED (RPM) 3S. OXIDIZER PRESSURANT TEMPERATURE (t)
2. HPFTP TURBINE SPE[O (RPM} 3k. FUEL PR(SSURAMT TEMPERATURE (R)
3. HPOTP PUJqP 01SCHARGE PR(SS.(PSIA) 37. LPOTP PUMP SUCTION SPECIFIC SPEED
4. HPFTP PUMP 01SCHARG[ PRESS.(PS|A) 3D. LVtlP ;,u_qP bu-,,t|un )_LLIFIC SPEED
S. OPg CMAM|ER P_ESSUR(CPSIA) 39. HPOTP PUMP SUCTION SPECIFIC SPED0
k. FPD CMAMR(R PJESSUR((PSIA) 40. MPFTP PUMP SUET|ON SPECIFIC SPEED
7. ENGINE 0XIDIZ(R FLOMIIAT((LD/SEC) 41. MCC COOLANT 0ISCHARGE PRESSURE (PSIA)
8. ENGINE FUEL FLOWRAT((L|/SEC) 42. MCC COOLANT DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE (R)
9. ENGINE THRUST (L8) 43. LPOTP TURBINE TORQUE (FT-LB)
10. OXIDIZER PRESS. FLOklRATE (LB/SEC) 44. LPFTP TURDIN( TORQUE EFT-L|)
11. FUEL PR(SSUflAMT FLOMNAT((LB/SEC) 45. HPOTP TUR|INE TORQUE (FT-LB)
12. OPt OX|OiZ(I VALVE PO$|T|OM 46. HPPTP TUR||N( TORQUE EFT-L|)
13. FPI OXZOIZER VALVE POSIT|ON 47. LPOTP TURBINE FLOkeRAT(, LBM/S
14. I_¢ OSIO[Z(I [NJ(ETOR P|($$ (PS|A) 48. LPFTP TURBINE FLOklBATE, LBJq/S
15. IqCC OXIO|Z(R INJECTOR T(MP (R) 49. NPOTP TURBINE FLOklNAT(, LDM/S
lk. HOT GA_ |NJECTO8 PRESSURE (P$|A) SO. HPFTP TURDIN( FLOMRATE, LBJq/s
17. JqCC INJECTOR (NO PRESSURE (PS|A) 51. LPOTP TURBINE INLET PRESSURE, PS|A
18. HPOTP PUMP INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) $2. LPFTP TURBINE INLET PRESSURE, PSIA
19. HPFTP PUMP INLET PRESSURE (PS|A) 53. HPOTP TURBINE INLET PRESSUII(, PS|A
20. P| P_NP OISCHARG[ PRESSURE (PSIA) 54. HPFTP TURBINE INLET PRESSURE. PSIA
Z1. NPOTP PUMP INL(T TEMPERATURE (R) 55. LPOTP TURB|N( INLET TEMPERATURE. (R)
Z2. HPOTP PUMP 0ISCHARGE TEMP. (R) 55. LPFTP TURBINE |NL[T TEMPERATURE, (R)
23. HPFTP PUMP 01SCHARG( TEMP. (R) $7. HPOTP TURBINE INL(T IEMPERArUR(. (R)
Z4. MFV OISCHARG[ TEMPERATURE (R) 50. HPFTP TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE, (R)
25. PB PUMP 0ISCMARG[ TEMP. (R) 59. LPOTP TURBINE 0ISCHARG[ PRESS., PSIA
2&. HPFTP PUMP INL(T TEMPERATURE(R) 50. LPFTP TURBINE DISCHARGE PRESS., P$IA
27. LPOTP TURBINE SPED0 (RPM) 51. HPOTP TURBINE OISCHARGE PRESS., PS[A
29. LPFTP TURBINE SPED0 (RPM) 5Z. HPFTP TURBINE 0ZSCHARG[ PRESS.. PSiA
29. HPOT 0[SCHARG( TENP (R)
30. HPFT 0ISCHARGE T(MP (R)
31. OPD OXIOIZ(R VALVE RESISTANCE
32. FPD OXIDIZER VALVE RESISTANCE
33. OXIO|Z[R PR(SSURANT PRESSURE (P_|A)
34 FUEL PR(SSURAN! TEMPERAIURE(R)
are used in the definition of max/min conditions used for the engine balance
limits. These max/m]n conditions, together with the design limits of the
engine inlet conditions, are used for design purpose as boundaries to check
that the engine operation will satisfactorily continue into another test or
flight.
The engine dynamic (transient) simulation model is also formulated using
generic engine process descriptions, constitutive equations, and detailed
physical properties. The description of the basic
simulation involves all applicable static and dynamic
important in accurately representing the overall
tabulation of propellant
processes of the system
formulations considered
behavior of the engine
validity and veracity of
to describe the overall
simulation results with
engines.
during start, mainstage control, and cutoff. The
these process descriptions, in terms of their ability
system behavior, have been proven by correlation of
engine test results from previously developed rocket
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Table 4.3. SSME Model Random Variables
2 •
VAIIIAT iON POWER
VAmIABLI _ HAm_ _ HERO LPFTP LPOTP .PFTP XPOTP
|. R&tfl Cha_er Throat Area 0.2 1 x x X X
2. If ftcloncy CF O.Z X X X 1 X
(thrust cool f tctont)
3. If f |ctency C" 0,25 X X X X X
(cheractertst tc velocity)
4. Cha_er Coolant hA|stance l.O X x X
5. Rain Oxtdtzer Injector Ioslstence S.O X X X X
k. Ratn Hot Gas injector Resistance S.O X X X
T. FP| Fuel injector Jleslstance 2.0 X X X
i. OP| Fuel Injector Ileststanca 2.0 X X X
9. Fuel Hot Gas Ranlfold Resistance 10.0 X X X X
10. LOX Hot Gas Rantfo]d 2eststance 10.0 X x X X
I1. Rain LOX Oom Resistance 4.0 X x X x
12. OP2 0tscharge Ouct Resistance 4.0 X X X X
(HPOT discharge press.)
13. LPFT Nozzle Area 2.0 X X X X
14. LPOP (ff tctency 1.0 X X
15. LI_)T If f tctency 4.0 X x
lb. LPOT Nozzll Area 2.0 X X
IT. HPFP [/flclency 1.k X X X 1 A
18. HPFT If flctency 2.0 X X X X X
19. HPFT Nozzle Area 2.0 x X x X x
20. HPOP (f f Iclency 0.8 X X X X X
21. N_T Fff_ctency 2,0 1 X JI J[ X
22. HPOP Head CoeFflc|ent 0.8 X
2_. HPFP Head Coofftctent 1.6 X
24. HP_T Nozzle Area 2.0 X X 1
25. Prebur_qer Pump (fflclency O.fl X
2k. Praburllor Pump Head Coefficient 0.8 X
27. Chamber Coolant Valve Ileststance 17.6 X
28. Rain LOX Valve Resistance I?.7 X X
2_1. Ratn Fuel Valve Resistance 12.7 X X
30. Prtury Faceplate leststance 15.0 Z X X
31. Secondary Faceplacs keststanca 1S.0 X X X
32. PtCC Llff|es Resistance k.k X X X
33. Heat (xchamqer Bypass leststance 2.63"
34. Heat Exchanger TuBe Thicknels A 8.S"
35. Thrust 1.3 X x X X X
36. Engine Mixture latlo l.O X X X i X
)T. G_X Tank Press. 100.0"
38. GH2 Tank Press. 100.0" X
31. HPQP C0Y 5.0 X X X X J[
40. kP_P Head Cooff|ctent 2.0 I[
4|. LPFP Head CoefftcJent Z.O X
42. Nozzle Coolant lies. n.O X X X X
43. LPFT in Butt lel, 4.0 X X
44. LPOT Area 2.0 X X
45. Nozzle AT 5.0 X X X
46. M_C Coolant ¢! 8.0 X x x
*Note: not relevant to CL$ work
X
X
X
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The transient phase of the load definition is based on a combination of
vehicle requirements, engine simulation models and engine test results. Typi-
cal vehicle requirements were discussed earlier: start and cutoff transient
envelopes specified to minimize vehicle loads. Additional requirements, like
rates of power level changes during throttling and associated up-thrusts, are
additional requirements that size-control some of the nominal loads on compo-
nents during transient operation. Thrust control drives pump speeds, torques,
and system pressures and temperatures. Generally, the dynamic simulation
models are used for transient conditions below 65% power level. Various
transient models are employed for surveying system characteristics, tradeoff
and optimization of the control system, and evaluating system design changes
simulating nonlinear operating conditions.
The dynamic simulation models and steady-state performance models describe the
same processes; however, the performance models stress accuracy of steady-
state operation parameters, but the dynamic simulation models have to consider
the overall system behavior throughout the duty cycle. Figure 4.1 shows how
the SSME thrust buildup is contractually controlled. The shape of the thrust
buildup, as well as the shape of the transient duty cycle loads, are gcverned
by the event sequences defined for startup and shutdown transients.
The SSME start transient event sequence is shown in Figure 4.4. These events
are control system parameters, e.g., either valve opening conditions or
analysis events known to occur in the transient operation, such as in_ector
dome priming, fuel side oscillation. They can be related to surges, large
thermal transients, chugging, pops, and sideloads.
The dynamic simulation model is essentially a nominal operation description of
engine startup and shutdown operations.
The engine performance mode] and the dynamic simulation model furnish the sys-
tem's operating load conditions: pressures, temperatures, vibration levels
for inlet and outlet conditions of transfer ducts, preburners, injectors, and
turbopumps (Figure 4.5). These interface loads are used with deterministic
models to evaluate loads on individual components like turbine blades,
4-8
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transfer ducts, LOX posts, etc. For instance, the steady-state loads are used
by the hydrodynamics specialists to determine loads across each turbine stage
or blade. The heat transfer specialists use information from the same model
results to determine blade temperatures. The dynamics experts use the model
results to determine turbine blade dynamics. The structural and analysis
experts use model information and input loads from other experts to develop
the total load and structural analysis.
4.3 Probabilistic Load Models
The engine performance model, dynamic simulation model, and other determinis-
tic models are too complex to be used as basic tools to synthesize engine
loads. The CLS approach to probabilistic load development is to synthesize
loads with information extracted from engine data and detail analysis results
of the deterministic engine load models. The CLS probabilistic load models
treat the engine operation as a stochastic process. The engine hardware
parameters, operating inlet condition variables, and all engine loads are
assumed to be random variables. Scaling models are utilized whenever possible.
The influence mode] developed for engine performance evaluation is ideal l©r
CLS. It is a numerical abstract of the engine model. It can evaluate engine
loads for different power levels. Hith the random variable assumption,
probabi]istic methods can be applied to the influence mode] to obtain ]c, ad
distributions. This probabilistic influence model thus becomes the CLS
system-level engine mode]. It provides all of the system's operatin G loads
subsequently used by component load models to generate component loads.
The probabilistic influence model utilizes influence coefficients to cor-
relate changes in engine operating parameters and inlet condition variables
(classified as system-independent loads) to changes in system operating
conditions and performance variables classified as system-dependent loads.
The influence equation is:
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del Yi _ (IC) del Xj
Yio = j ij Xjo (4.1)
where, Xjo is the nominal value of the jth engine independent load
del Xj is the change in the jth independent load
Yio is the nominal value of the ith dependent load
del Yi is the change in the ith dependent load
(IC)ij is the influence coefficient correlating the jth
independent load to the ith dependent load
With few exceptions, the nominal values for the independent loads are not
varied with the command power level. The nominal values for dependent loads
and influence coefficients are functions of power level. Their variations are
fitted into a polynomial function of the commanded power level as below:
Yjo = ao + al*T + a2*T'T + a3*T*T*T
(IC)ij : c o + Cl*T + c 2 T*T + c3*T*T*T
where, a i s and c i s are constant coefficients,
T is the commanded power level in fraction of the rated power.
The probabilistic influence model implemented on the load-expert system has 23
system-independent loads as listed in Table 4.1 and 62 system-dependent loads
as listed in Table 4.2. The distribution information of independent loads is
obtained based on a lO-sec average database of the SSME flight and test data.
These load parameters are stored in the load-expert system knowledge base in
database format. They can be conveniently retrieved and updated.
The deterministic influence model is valid for the power range from 65% to
llO% power levels. In CLS, the power range of the probabilistic influence
model is extended down to zero. The complete duty cycle of the engine opera-
tion is therefore modeled by the same influence model. During the transient
phase of the duty cycle, a quasi-steady state is assumed, i.e., the loads
behave as steady-state loads within each time step. Discussion on the duty
cycle load calculation and transient model is deferred to next section.
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Verification of the probabilistic influence model was performed by comparing
load calculations with the SSMElO-sec average database. The general finding
is that variations of the system loads, as calculated with the probabilistic
influence model, do not cover the corresponding variations of the SSMElO-sec
average database. Initially, the load calculations were thought to be related
to instrumentation measurement errors as the HPFTPdischarge temperature
calculation was under investigation. However, the same thing happenedwhen
the pump speed calculation was evaluated. The pump speed measurementhas
about the best measurementaccuracy. This pointed out the inadequacy of the
probabilistic model.
The SSME lO-sec average database includes data From flights and tests. The
database includes data from numerous engines. Variations in the database
consist of engine-to-engine variations and test-to-test variations. Engine-
to-engine variations account for the changes in engine hardware, whereas
test-to-test variations account for variations from different tests of an
engine. In the deterministic modeling, tag values are used to account for
engine-to-engine variations due to the use of different engines as well as
changing components. Tag values are calculated by the engine performance
model. The tag value method does not quite fit into the probabilistic
influence model because tag values have to come from outside of the model.
It is known that engine-to-engine variations are related to engine hardware.
Different manufacturing processes, different manufacturers, and different
assembling procedures, etc. all contribute to hardware variations. A set of
random variables related to engine hardware, as listed in Table 4.3, has been
determined to have significant effect on components of interest in this
project. As shown in Table 4.3, the letter X in each column indicates sig-
nificant effects of the hardware random variable to the hardware identified at
the top of the column. These random variables fit naturally into the proba-
bilistic influence model as system-independent hardware parameter variables.
Therefore, an expanded list of engine system-independent loads and dependent
loads were developed for the next version of the CLS engine load model. The
new list of system-independent loads with their means and coefficients of
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variation is shown in Table 4.4. System-dependent loads are shown in Table
4.5. A new influence coefficient set is required for the expanded list of
engine system loads. The probabilistic influence model with the expanded set
of influence coefficients will be implemented on the CLS load-expert system
during the option phase of the project. To reiterate, this is an excellent
solution to meet contract requirements for modeling a generic engine, not
necessarily of the SSME type.
With the probabilistic influence model as the overall engine system model
synthesizing system interface loads or system-dependent loads, various com-
pc _nt load models can be built on the next level (ref. Figure 2.3). The
component load models use system-dependent loads as input loads and generate
component loads local to the components. In modeling component loads, generic
scaling technique and influence method are employed. The goal is to build
generic models which can be utilized across different components and for dif-
ferent engines. This goal has been satisfied. The CLS now has a generic
static pressure scaling model, a generic probabilistic thermal load model, and
a generic fluctuation pressure load. These models will be described in the
CLS load implementation section.
5747a/bes
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Table 4.4. Engine Influence Model Independent Loads
I_D
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
Ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
INDEPENDENT LOAD
Commanded mixture ratio
Fuel inlet pressure (psia)
Oxidizer inlet pressure (psia)
Fuel inlet temperature (R)
Oxidizer inlet temperature (R)
Fuel pressurant flowrate (Ibm/sec)
Oxidizer pressurant flowrate (ibm/sec)
HPFP cavitation (%)
LPFP cavitation (%)
LPOP cavitation (%)
Nozzle, mixer delta P (%)
MCC throat diameter (in)
Nozzle exit diameter2(in )
LPFT nozzle area (in_)
LPOT nozzle area (in z)
LPFP efficlency (%)
HPFP efficlency (%)
LPFT effzczency (%)
HPFT efficlency (%)
LPOP efficlency (%)
HPOP efficzency (%)
PBP efficlency (%)
LPOT efficzency (%)
HPOT efflclency (%)
HPOP cavitation (%)
LPFP head coefficient (%)
HPFP head coefficient (%)
LPOP head coefficient (%)
PBP head coefficient (%)
MCC OX dome resistance
HGM OX side resistance
HGM fuel side resistance
MCC Hot Gas injector resistance
HGM coolant OX side resistance
LPOP disch duct resistance
Primary faceplate resistance
Secondary faceplate resistance
LPFT seal resistance
HPOT coolant circuit resistance
HPFP disch duct resistance
Main fuel valve resistance
Main oxidizer valve resistance
MCC OX injector resistance
MCC cooling jacket delta pressure
NOMINAL VALUE
6.0
30.0
i00.0
37.0
164.0
0.7
1.5968
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1455
10.293
90.324
0.95
1.386
I.ii
1.00
1 025
1 0355
1 14
1 02
1 022
1 022
1 0152
1 0
0 99
1 0237
1 0
1 155
0 0384
0 0032
0 0275
0 0031
0 1040
0 0021
15.0
11.17
7283.0
2066.0
0.0123
0.0138
0.0107
0.0602
1.031
C.O.V.
0.002
0.259
0.327
0.016
0.011
0.0065
0.015
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0 1
0 1
0 0017
0 008
0 0027
00l
0 005
0 004
0 0016
0 O2
00l
0 001
0 007
0 008
0 013
0 004
0 O2
0 O5
0 O5
0 025
0.075
0.075
0.064
0.064
0.025
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Table 4.4. Engine Influence Model Independent Loads (Continued)
I___D
45
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
INDEPENDENT LOAD
OPB fuel injector resistance
FPB fuel injector resistance
LPFT disch duct resistance
LPFT inlet duct & F-7 resistance
PBP inlet duct resistance
Coolant control valve resistance
Baffle flow coefficient
PB fuel supply duct resistance
Nozzle delta P (%)
HPOTP turb-end bearing coolant res
MCC combustion efficiency (MCC C*)
Nozzle heat load (%)
MCC chamber heat load (%)
HPFT flow coefficient
HPOT flow coefficient
Preburner combustion efficiency (%)
Mixer delta P (%)
LOX flow constant (c2)
MCC pc measurement error (%)
Engine fuel flowmeter error (%)
NOMINAL VALUE
0.685
0.155
0.104
0.5689
0.134
0.05568
0.95
0. 0071
0.6889
65000.0
1 0004
0 884
0 7932
1 0125
0 9741
0 98
1 0
2 8952
1 0
1 0
C.O.V.
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.088
0.001
0.01
0.01
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Table 4.5. Engine Influence Model DependentLoads
I___D
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
41
42
43
44
INDEPENDENT LOAD
Engine altitude thrust (ibf)
HPOTP speed (rpm)
HPFTP speed (rpm)
HPOP disch pressure (psia)
PB pump disch pressure (psia)
HPFP disch pressure (psia)
OPB chamber pressure (psia)
FPB chamber pressure (psia)
Engine oxidizer flowrate (ibm/sec)
Engine fuel flowrate (ibm/sec)
Oxidizer pressurant flowrate(ibm/sec)
Fuel pressure flowrate (Ibm/sec)
OPB oxidizer valve position (%)
FPB oxidizer valve position (%)
MCC oxidizer injector pressure(psia)
MCC Hot Gas injector pressure (psia)
MCC injector end pressure (psia)
HPOP inlet pressure (psia)
HPFP inlet pressure (psia)
HPOP disch temperature (R)
HPFP disch temperature (R)
MFV disch temperature (R)
PB pump disch temperature (R)
HPOP inlet temperature (R)
HPFP inlet temperature (R)
LPOTP speed (rpm)
LPFTP speed (rpm)
HPOT disch temperature (R)
HPFT T/D disch temperature (R)
OPB oxidizer valve resistance
FPB oxidizer valve resistance
Oxidizer pressurant pressure (psia)
Fuel pressurant pressure (psia)
Oxidizer pressurant temperature (R)
LPFT disch temperature (R)
LPOP suction specific speed (NSS)
LPFP suction specific speed (NSS)
HPOP suction specific speed (NSS)
HPFP suction specific speed (NSS)
MCC coolant disch pressure (psia)
LPOT torque (ft-lbf)
LPFT torque (ft-lbf)
HPOT torque (ft-lbf)
HPFT torque (ft-lbf)
NOMINAL VALUE
471067.522
27239.145
34517.69
1595.403
7185.46
6161.829
5039.427
4876.04
894.34
149.06
1.5968
0.6996
0.6495
0.7652
3540.82
3237.36
3006 0
380 07
226 084
190 195
94 904
95 491
203 377
169 425
42 472
5042.8
15850.64
1352.533
1625.723
130.79
13.18
3439.598
3348.296
838.0
472.95
8054.341
19738.26
11295.08
6017.04
4840.48
1565.124
996.605
4436.78
9452.388
C.O.V.
0.005
O.004
0.008
0.0089
0.0098
0.009
0.0129
0.0137
0.0062
0.0069
0.015
0 0065
0 0147
0 0135
0 0086
0 0064
0 0058
0 0228
0 0263
0 002
0 0114
0 0114
0 OO25
0 006
0 0019
0 008
0 0087
0 0274
0 0193
0 098
0 15
0 0092
0 0079
0 0245
0 0125
0 O2
0 O2
0 0185
0 024
0 0108
0 0159
0 0182
0 0108
0 0142
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Table 4.5. Engine Influence Model Dependent Loads (Continued)
ID
45
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
INDEPENDENT LOAD
LPOT flowrate (ibm/s)
LPFT flowrate (ibm/s)
HPOT flowrate (ibm/s)
HPFT Ifowrate (ibm/s)
LPOT inlet pressure (psia)
LPFT inlet pressure (psia)
HPOT inlet pressure (psia)
HPFT inlet pressure (psia)
LPOT inlet temperature (R)
LPFT inlet temperature (R)
HPOT inlet temperature (R)
HPFT inlet temperature (R)
LPOT disch pressure (psia)
LPFT disch pressure (psia)
HPOT disch pressure (psia)
HPFT disch pressure (psia)
LPOT power (bhp)
LPFT power (bhp)
HPOT power (bhp)
HPFT power (bhp)
HGM inlet pressure, fuel (psia)
HGM inlet pressure, OX (psia)
Oxidizer T/D dynamic pressure (psia)
Oxidizer T/D flow velocity (ft/s)
Fuel T/D dynamic pressure (psia)
Fuel T/D flow velocity (ft/s)
HPOT mixture ratio (O/F)
HPFT mixture ratio (O/F)
OPB power (bhp)
FPB power (bhp)
MCC power (bhp)
OPB OX in manifold pressure (psia)
OPB fuel in manifold pressure (psia)
FPB OX in manifold pressure (psia)
FPB fuel in manifold pressure (psia)
PBP disch, PB OX supply temp (R)
Mixer disch, PB fuel supply temp (R)
Fuel HGM velocity (ft/s)
Fuel HGM dynamic pressure (psia)
LOX HGM velocity (ft/s)
LOX HGM dynamic pressure (psia)
OPB fuel dynamic pressure (psia)
OPB fuel flow velocity (ft/s)
FPB fuel dynamic pressure (psia)
NOMINAL VALUE
176.17
26.46
58.95
158.92
3947.348
4508.63
5019.85
4857.17
190.195
489.121
1501.062
1812.757
414.28
3403.035
3318 146
3439 885
1502 269
3013 01
23012 439
62192 2
3356 87
3302 345
16 6
454 81
25 72
578.4
0.7323
0.9267
168661.0
544895.0
1.2473E+07
5927.91
5360.543
6088.94
5400.416
203.377
275.777
1322.532
132.983
214.13
3.737
0.1978
367.214
44.647
C.O.V.
0.01
0.0175
0.01
0. 0107
0.0895
0.0105
0.00875
0. 0095
0.002
0 0122
0 0266
0 0186
0 0208
0 0076
0 0066
0.0067
0.024
0.027
0.0155
0.0175
0.0075
0 0075
0 01
0 01
0 01
0 01
0 034
0 0227
0 02
0 O2
0 005
0 013
0 0085
0 0137
0 0088
0 0025
0 0045
0 01
0 01
0 01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
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I__O
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
Table 4.5. Engine Influence Model Dependent Loads (Continued)
INDEPENDENT LOAD
FPB fuel flow velocity (ft/s)
HPOP disch dynamic pressure (psia)
HPOP disch velocity (ft/s)
HPOP head rise (ft)
HPFP disch dynamic pressure (psia)
HPFP disch velocity (ft/s)
HPFP head rise (ft)
PBP disch dynamic pressure (psia)
PBP disch velocity (ft/s)
HGM coolant inlet pressure (psia)
Engine nozzle exit velocity (ft/s)
NOMINAL VALUE
411.96
230.658
174.213
7545.048
123.277
469.11
174050.04
32.48
65.14
3346.037
14562.83
C.O.V.
0.01
0.01
0.0052
0.0095
0.01
0.0055
0.0085
0.01
0.0052
0.0074
0.01
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5.0 PROBABILISTIC METHODOLOGY
5.1 Introduction
This section reports on the progress and development of the probabilistic load
model for generic space propulsion engines. This effort is part of the pro-
gram being conducted by Rocketdyne and Battelle Columbus Division for NASA
Lewis Research Center to develop an expert system to predict composite loads
in a generic space propulsion engine. The ultimate goal of the program is to
address generic engines that may include different mission profiles or incor-
porate design changes. The program requires that a robust and general prob-
abilistic approach be adopted for inclusion in the expert system model.
During the first year of the program, a survey was conducted to select these
models and the initial programming, debugging, and shake-down analyses were
performed. The second year of the program was oriented towards building the
probabilistic methodology. A database was developed that could be used by
both the probabilistic methodology and the expert system. The database
included different functional forms for the load description, model verifica-
tion and validation, and the generalization of the computer program system.
The third year of the program focused primarily on the refinement of current
methodology, improvement of the transient load model, incorporation of the
periodic load model, verification of the probabilistic methodology, and
documentation.
The probabilistic model includes three probabilistic methods: (I) a Gaussian
moment propagation method which assumes that all load variables and engine
parameters are normally distributed, (2) a discrete probability method
(RASCAL), and (3) Monte Carlo. The Gaussian moment propagation method,
referred to as the Quick Look Model (QLM) provides a fast, efficient method
for determining the composite load distribution, providing that basic variable
distributions are not severely skewed. RASCAL is a discrete method capable of
handling standard distributional forms (e.g., normal, lognormal, Weibull,
etc.), and nonstandard forms such as bi-modal. RASCAL also provides a range
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of levels for accuracy. RASCALalso performs important sampling used to
examine regions of concern for the composite load although such values would
be unexpected during nominal engine operation. Finally, Monte Carlo analysis
is available so that classical confidence limits can be obtained to assess the
accuracy of the composite load prediction.
All phases of the mission history profile are addressable by the probabilistic
load model. Currently, each mission profile is divided into phases defined as
transient, quasi-steady, or steady-state phases. The transient phase is char-
acterized by rapid changes in the amplitude of individual loads and engine
parameters. Rapid changes allow the program to ignore small oscillations
about the much larger nominal load fluctuations. Uncertainty in the load is
caused by variability in the peak load value and its time of occurrence. The
quasi-steady phase is that portion of the mission where the nominal value of
the load is slowly changing and can thus be approximated by staircase type
quasi-steady state steps. The steady-state region is where the nominal values
of all of the individual and composite loads are approximately constant.
Unlike the transient phase, both the quasi-steady and steady-state phase do
have fluctuations superimposedupon the nominal behavior. Additionally, each
of these phases can have spike values superimposedwhich represent the occur-
rence of rare events.
5.2 Probabil!st!c MethodsQuick hook Model
In some analysis, only an approximation to the variability of the load is
needed. In such a case, the relatively long running time of RASCAL or Monte
Carlo simulation models is not justified. To provide a program which quickly
calculates such an approximation, the QLM was developed.
The basic assumption made in the QLM mode] is that all of the individual loads
and engine parameters used to predict individual and composite loads are
normally distributed. In this case, the influence function tables can be used
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directly to calculate the mean and variance of the output. If there are
dependencies among variables, then some modification to the current program is
needed. However, if the correlation coefficient is provided or calculated,
then exact solutions are still available. The basic formulas used to perform
these calculations are given by the algebra of normal distributions presented
below. In these formulas, p represents the mean or expected value of the
random variable, and o is the standard deviation, i.e., the square root of
the variance.
These formulas are used in conjunction the influence equations to provide mean
and variance estimates of load variables. Since influence functions currently
in the probabilistic load model do not involve any divisions, all of the
formulations are exact (assuming independence), if the probability density
functions are all Gaussian.
St_atistics Of The Sum: Z : X + Y
E[Z] : Px + Py
2 2
VAR[Z] = ox + ay + 2POxO x
Statistics Of The _Djfferenc_e." ___Z_: X - Y
(3)
EEZ] : Px - Py
2 2
VAR[Z] = ox + ey - 2POxey
Statistics Of The Product: Z : X * Y
(4)
VAREZ]
= py
E[Z] = Px _ Py + Pax°y
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
ox + py ox + ox Oy 2PPxPyOxay + p ox Oy
(5)
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Statistics Of The Quotient: Z = Y / X
E[Z] : °x °x %\ °x
- - 1 + 3 -2+Px Px
VAR[Z] : _ _ 2p + 8 (6)
2 + 2 - pxlJypx LPx Py Px
Two options exist in the computer code for using the QLM model. If the user
requests that the QLM model be used and all of the input distributions are not
normal, then the corresponding mean and variance are calculated by the appro-
priate moment transformation. On the other hand, if the user does not request
the OLM model, yet all input distributions are gaussian, then the OLM model is
substituted. The QLM substitution is made since there is no reason to run a
simulation to approximate an answer which can be obtained exactly with the OLM
model.
Di screte Probabili ty_DistT_j__bHtion Method
Discrete probability distributions (DPDs) are tools in risk analysis to sim-
plify the computations necessary to determine failure probabilities. DPDs may
be used to investigate probabilistic functions: (1) Functions whose exact form
is uncertain, and (2) calculation of quantities where there is significant
uncertainty numerical quantities that should be replaced by probability dis-
tributions. Mathematical operations between these quantities should be
replaced by analogous operations between probability distributions.
Suppose the initial values of loads are discretized into M values. Each value
of each variable is then assigned a probability of occurrence. If these
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discrete values are paired with their probabilities, the following vectors of
ordered pairs result for two loads, X and Y"
X = (Xl, pl), (X2, p2), ..., (Xm, pm))
Y = (YI" ql )' (YI' q2)' ""' (Ym' qm))"
The numberof discrete points in each of these vectors has been chosen to be
the same, although it is not necessary to do so. The addition of two discrete
vectors is defined by
Z=Y+X
Z : (Yi' Pi ) + (Xj, qj), and
Z : (Xj + Yi' Piqj ) for all i and j.
Therefore, the addition of two vectors containing m-ordered pairs results in
each vector having m2-ordered pairs. The multiplication of DPDs is similarly
defined"
Z=X*Y
Z : [Xj * Yi' Pi*qj)] for a11 i and j
For the combination of a large number of loads, the amount of computer storage
increases very quickly. If there are k loads, each described by M discrete
points, then the vector will contain Mk-ordered pairs. Since, even for
relatively small values of M and K (on the order of 20), the computer storage
capability will quickly be exceeded, it is necessary to examine some procedure
for reducing this vector's size. This leads to the introduction of a conden-
sation or aggregation procedure.
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The condensation operation must preserve the total probability and mean within
each vector while ensuring that the residual error afterwards is as small as
possible. A new procedure for handling such problems was developed by Kurth
(ref. 5.2) and has been denoted RASCAL. This algorithm is covered in detail
in reference 5.2 but its basis is the DPD algorithm, even though, strictly
speaking, it is not a DPD process. The RASCAL algorithm is the primary
analysis method used throughout this program.
RASCAL can be summarized as follows.
DPDs denoted"
Xi : [Xi, j, Pi,j )]
where
The input variables are discretized into
i : I, 2, ., n
j=l,2, .,NO
n = number of variables
ND : number of discrete points
= conditional mean of variable i in discrete interval ji,j
i,j : probability of Xi,j
X i = input variable i.
The input variables are related to a response, R, by some function, denoted
f. Thus,
R = f (X l, X2, ., Xn)
At this point, it is decided how many points one wishes to use to characterize
the conditional mean of each interval in R after condensation (this number is
denoted by M). If
ND • M > NDn
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then the standard DPD algorithm is used. This is done to minimize the
calculational time since, in this case, duplicate values will be produced. IF
(ND.M) is less than NDn, then n random integers between l and ND are
generated"
kI, k2 , kn
A response, RI, is calculated by
, X2Rl : f (Xl,kl ,k2' Xn, kn )
and the associated probability is given byt
n
ql = n Pi kii=l '
The process is repeated (ND-M) times to give an array of ordered pairs of
the responses"
V = [RI, ql ), (R2, q2 ), ., (RL, qL)]
L = ND.M
Condense V to VR, to produce the desired distribution"
VR = [(RI, P]), (R 2, P2), ., (RND, PND)]
tThis calculation assumes that the input variables are independent.
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The RASCALmethod provides accuracy close to the Monte Carlo method in less
computational time. In addition, if a given region of the input variable's
range needs to be examinedmore accurately, RASCALprovides a meansfor doing
so by input rather than by requiring coding changes. The RASCALmethod does
not provide any way to estimate the confidence level of the result available
with the Monte Carlo analysis. However, the true result can be approached
asymptomatically by increasing the number of data points used in individual
DPDs. Later chapters in this report discuss validation of the RASCAL
methodology.
Monte Carlo
The Monte Carlo technique is a method for solving problems by constructing a
random process for each problem. This random process is so devised that
parameters and quantities of interest may be calculated from random samples
from a given distribution. In effect, it is simply a method for adding a
probabilistic structure to a deterministic model.
As an example, consider a specific piece of equipment in a space propulsion
engine. Suppose the composite load, denoted by Lc(t), is related to the
individual load Li(t), by a general function
Lc(t) = f(Ll(t), L2(t) .... , Ln(t))
For instance, consider Lc(t) for the turbine blades where the Li(t) are
loads due to the effects of temperature, pressure, vibrational modes, and so
Forth. If each individual load has been characterized by a probability
distribution function (PDF), then the following procedure is used during a
Monte Carlo simulation:
l o The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of each individual load
is generated by integrating the PDF.
2. Invert the CDF.
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3. Generate a randomnumber, rl, between the values of 0 and I.
°
.
Let F(Lj(tl)) represent cumulative probability of realizing a
load Lj(t l) at time step tI. From the inverted CDF, the value
of Lj(t l) is uniquely determined, where F(Lj(t)) = r].
Let N be the total number of individual loads. Let M be the total
number of time steps, ti. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for each Lj(t i) •
l _ j _ N, for a given ti. A value of Lc(ti), where
Lc(t i) = f(Ll(ti), L2(t i)..... LN(ti))
is calculated. The entire process is repeated until the number of
time steps exceeds M (or insufficient computer time terminates
execution.
The result is an M-dimensional vector of composite loads • (Lc(t),
Lc(2),..., Lc(M)). This vector is used to construct a histogram of the
composite load. This histogram can now be analyzed statistically to obtain
estimates of the mean, kurtosis, probability of the load being exceeded, and
so on. By the law of large numbers, the vector described above approaches the
continuous distribution in the limit as M tends to infinity• In order to
achieve accurate results, however, the value of M must be so large that
alternate sampling schemes must be utilized.
The Monte Carlo technique has been included in the probabilistic methods for
the load model construction because of the accuracy which can be obtained from
the model. Classica| statistical estimates of the confidence level can be
obtained. If the N responses calculated by the Monte Carlo simulation method
are ordered from smallest to largest, then the (I00 _ _)th percentile of
the load can be bounded by
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LU = INT[N_ + _(0.5(1+B))(N_(1-_))1/2]+I
LL = INT[N_ - _(0.5(I+B))(N_(I-_))1/2]+I
where _ is in fractional form, ¢ is the cumulative distribution function
of the standard normal variable, INT[...] is the truncated integer part of a
real number and B is the desired confidence level. For example, if B is equal
to 95% then
I/2
LU = INT[N_ + 0.83525(N_(I-_)) ]+I
LL = INT[N_ - 0.83525(N_(I-_))I/2]+I
The major disadvantage to the Monte Carlo method is the cost. Because it is a
'brute force' method, the number of simulations which must be performed to
estimate low probability loads grows very quickly. Hhile there are methods
available for estimating with greater confidence low probability events for
relatively low values of N (for example, importance or stratified sampling
methods), the accuracy must necessarily decrease elsewhere. Thus, if the
entire range of loads must be determined, then importance sampling methods are
not very useful.
Summary and Recommendations
The three methods described above are those which have been used in the prob-
abilistic load model development. There is a variety of other investigations
which deal with the combination of random and randomly occurring loads.
However, most of the other methods are very mathematical in nature and either
require or use many assumptions about load types or distributions. In the
development of a generic probabilistic load model, it is necessary to limit
the number of assumptiors so that the widest possible spectrum of load types
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can be handled by the model. The following probabilistic methods were
recommended for use in the probabilistic load model development:
I. Gaussian Algebra
2. RASCAL
3. Monte Carlo
The literature of available probabilistic methods for developing a
probabilistic load model for generic space propulsion engines has been
reviewed. An assessment of the ability of each method to perform the task
required for such a complex environment has been made. There are four
important considerations in the development of this model: (1) the ability of
the model to handle nonstandard distributional forms, (2) the treatment of
nonstationary processes, (3) the handling of physical dependencies in the
model, and (4) the ability of the method to operate efficiently so that it
will be included in an expert system computer code.
5.3 Probabilistic Models
Introduction
The construction of a probabilistic load model requires that the physical
processes occurring during engine start-up, operation, and cut-off be modeled
by techniques that can handle the unique characteristics of the associated
processes. For example, during steady-state operation it seems reasonable to
assume that the variability in the various individual engine loads will, in
most cases, be independent. _ This is a much less valid assumption during such
_This is not meant to imply that the magnitude of the pressures and temper-
atures, for example, suddenly become independent of each other, but rather
that the statistical variability can be treated as independent in the prob-
abilistic model. This assumption of independence will not be made in the
coupled engine model to be developed later.
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transient operations as engine start, when large changes in loads are coupled
by the demand to reach a specified power level. To deal with such nonsta-
tionary behavior, the mission history profile is divided into mission history
phases. The phases are so defined that either the process can be assumed to
be stationary over the phase (quasi-steady) or it has specified models for
dealing with nonstationary behavior, i.e., the transient model.
Mission history phases are defined by relating each time period to an event
timeline. The event timeline defines the controller-demanded power level of
the engine and the associated relative times from engine start when the power
is changed. It is also possible to define near instantaneous load changes on
the event timeline. This allows such processes as spike transients or rare
event loads (i.e., debris loading), to be incorporated into overall prob-
abilistics analysis.
Steady-State Operation
In all discussions of. the different mission history phases, emphasis will be
on their relationship to the statistical and probabilistic modeling since it
is assumed that such relatively basic concepts are already familiar to most
users of this program.
As the name implies, the steady-state mission phase is used when the demanded
engine power level is at a constant value for a period of time. During this
time there will be nomina] engine loads which are the design loads. About
these nominal levels there will be fluctuations due to the stochastic behavior
of the processes. For a steady-state mission phase, the probabilistic model
assumes that the ratio of the variance of the engine load or parameter to its
nominal value is constant. This is reasonable from a physical standpoint
since we do not design engines so that their nominal operation leads to an
unstable growth in the variability of a load about its mean value. Therefore,
once the PDF for the steady-state power level has been calculated, it is not
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necessary to perform any time-dependent calculations becauseall probabilistic
information is contained in this PDF. Subsequent calculations determining
stresses induced by such loads would require a sample path obtained from this
information; this is easily done using the PDF.
Quasi-Steady Approximation
During the quasi-steady state mission phase, the assumption is made that
individual and composite loads can be modeled as steady-state loads over a
sufficiently small time step. Assume that the current time is given as
t@. Then between t¢ and (t@ + At), the mean and variance is
assumed to be constant. After (t¢ + At), the variance and the mean must
be adjusted to account for new nominal conditions. In the absence of any
other information, it is assumed that this ratio, which is the coefficient of
variation, remains constant. After mean values and variances have been
updated, the process is repeated from t@ + at to t@ + 2At. The
entire process keeps repeating until the end of the quasi-steady phase is
reached.
Transient Load Model
The transient load model is provided to predict individual and composite load
results during the physical transient portion of the engine mission history
profile. Usually during these phases, significant departures from nominal
behavior occur due to the nonequilibrium operation of the engine. During the
engine ignition, for example, the temperature in the transfer ducts, turbines,
and LOX posts will change rapidly in what are referred to in this document as
spike-type events. A generic methodology has been developed to handle the
spike-type events.
The transient model is identified as mission phase 4 or 5 in the computer code
input. Mission phase 4 implies that the number of randomly occurring spikes
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obey a Poisson arrival rate model. Mission phase 5 implies that the random
spikes occur uniformly during the mission phase. The reason both models are
available in a Poisson model is that if the mean arrival rate is N events
during the mission phase, then during the simulation there will be instances
in which many more than N events occur. In many cases, this is physically
unrealistic. Therefore, a uniform model is also provided since the user can
then be insured that there is an upper bound for the number of spike-type
events which occur.
Due to the physics of the engine, the secondproblem encountered in developing
a transient load model is that there are someevents which must always occur
while subsequent events are randomly occurring. For example, there is always
a temperature spike which occurs due to the engine ignition, but, subse-
quently, there are one or two spikes which can occur. Therefore, a third type
of model is available which always requires that fixed spikes occur.
Nhile the numberof spikes which occur may be random, there may still be a
time dependency, i.e., given that the spike does occur, it is always within a
specified time range. This capability is also included in the model.
The following paragraphs provide a more detailed explanation of the transient
model operation. After this discussion, an example calculation is presented
and discussed.
Transient Model: Determination of Number of Spike Events
For the purpose of the following discussions, it will be assumed that the
current mission phase, denoted as IMP for load variable IR, has already been
determined to be of type 4 (Poisson model) or type 5 (Uniform model). These
parameters are input as MP(IR,IMP) and are discussed in the users manual input
description in more detail. The operation of the model for the quasi-steady
and steady-state type of mission phases is unaffected by these new changes.
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The first step in the load model calculation is the determination of the
number of spike values seen during the mission phase. To calculate this
number, three options are available to the user: (1) a Poisson arrival rate
model, (2) a uniform arrival rate model, and (3) a fixed time-of-arrival
model. The Poisson arrival rate model is obtained by inputting MP (IR, IMP)
equal to 4, while the uniform model is obtained with MP(IR, IMP) equal to 5.
The definition of the subsequent inputs changes, depending upon the value of
the MP(IR,IMP).
The parameter needed as input for the Poisson arrival model is the mean
arrival rate, called RAMDA(IR,IMP)in the program. This is equal to the mean
number of spike events per mission phase time period. Thus, if there are 3
spike events, the average for mission phase IMP, and the phase is 5 sec long,
then RAMDA(IR,IMP)is equal to 0.6 (3 events/5 sec).
The Poisson model does not have an upper bound on the number of events which
can occur. For example, the values given in the previous paragraph where the
mean arrival rate is 3, there is approximately a 3.4% probability that there
will be seven or more events occurring in the 5-sec interval. Since this can
lead to physically unrealistic scenarios and mission profiles, an option for a
two-sided distribution was believed to be necessary. For some load variables,
there will never be more that N events during the mission phase, and zero will
always be a lower bound*, a uniform distribution is included to provide both
an upper and a lower bound to the calculations. WhenMP(IR,IMP) is equal to 5
the uniform distribution is chosen. For this case RAMDA(IR,IMP)is equal to
N+I, i.e., the maximumnumberof events which can occur plus one.
Finally, there should be a method for handling spike events which always occur
but have somevariability about either the nominal spike amplitude or the time
of occurrence. This is input as NFIX(IR,IMP) greater than zero.
*Although, it maynot be the maximumlower bound.
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These are the only parameters which are needed to determine the number of
spike events which occur during the transient mission phase. The next step is
to determine when the event occurs.
Transient Model: Determination of Timing of Spike Events
The timing of the spike events must rely on some basic information about the
mission phase definition. The previous transient model assumed that the spike
event began and ended with the beginning and ending of the mission phase
definition. This implies that the spike width is equivalent to the mission
phase length. The new model allows for multiple peaks within the transient
mission phase. However, this implies that the information about the spike
width is lost. There are several options for dealing with the replacement of
this information, but the one chosen for this model development is to input
the nominal spike width and leave it fixed throughout the current mission
phase. If the spike width changes dramatically from peak to peak, then two
approaches may be considered. The simplest approach is to divide the current
mission transient phase into multiple mission phases in which the spike width
can be considered constant. The second option is to make the spike width a
random variable. This option requires information more detailed than the
approximate nature of the model warrants. Therefore, the second option is not
contained in the current version of ANLOAD. It can be added later if new data
or information indicates that this is the better method.
The information on the spike width is input in the array denoted NIDTH(IR,IMP).
The width of the spike is then constant for this mission phase time period,
defined by the start time STIME(IR,IMP) and the end time ETIME(IR,IMP).
The start of the spike transient event is obtained in two different ways,
depending on the type of model used for the transient load modeling. For the
uniform model, the spike transient can occur with equal probability in the
mission phase time interval defined by ETIME(IR,IMP)-STIME(IR,IMP). For the
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Poisson model, the arrival of the spike transient is given by a Poisson
distribution with the meantime of occurrence equal to (I/mean arrival rate).
This model will more likely cause the spike values to occur earlier in the
mission phase than later in the mission phase. This is intuitively correct
since one expects less of a departure from the nominal engine conditions as
the mission phase is leaving the transient regime and approaching a
quasi-steady or steady-state operating condition.
The previous description relates to how the initial spike transient peak is
placed in the mission phase time interval. Because there is someprobability
that more than one peak can occur, one must decide if the peaks can overlap or
if there is some time delay before the next spike transient value can occur.
This is done by inputting the numberof spike widths that must pass before the
next peak can occur, denoted IDLAYin the ANLOADprogram. If IDLAY is zero,
then peaks can overlap. This will cause a masking of peaks so that multiple
peaks may actually appear as single peaks. This can lead to a reduction in
the calculated variance.
The amplitude of peak values is calculated after the timing of the peak
occurs. This is done to reduce the array storage requirements in the pro-
gram. Since peak amplitudes are calculated at each time interval, there is no
need to store their values. The calculations proceed by calculating the first
four momentsof the load amplitudes. These momentsare then sent to the
distribution fitting subroutine and the best fit distribution is used to
summarizethe results on the output file.
Transient Load Model Sample Calculation
A sample problem which uses all of the available options was run. This was
not meant to be a physically realistic run, but rather was used to demonstrate
the options.
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All mission phases were constructed to be 5 sec in duration. The Poisson
arrival rate in each case where this model is used was 0.6, i.e., a mean
arrival rate of three events per 5-see interval. The spike width for all
cases was given as 0.25 sec and a delay time of two spike widths (0.5 sec) was
used. Subsequently, five mission phases were defined. The first phase used
the Poisson model with no fixed spikes. The second phase used the Poisson
model with two fixed spikes. The third phase used the Poisson model, but the
spikes were forced to occur in a Gaussian distribution of about 12.5 sec with
a standard deviation of 0.25 (this is the NFIX less than zero option). The
fourth phase was the final transient phaseand used the uniform model with the
maximumnumberof peaks equal to 3. The final phase was _ quasi-steady state
phase which went from 65%to 104%power levels. The fifth phase was included
to check that there wasa correct time phasing between the models. Figure 5.1
shows the results of mission phases.
As Figure 5.1 indicates, the transient model appears to be working well. The
Poisson Model shows peaks occurrence in the expected manner. The second
mission phase, between 5 and I0 sec, shows the variance getting smaller near
7.5 and 8 sec. This is expected because there are two fixed peaks at those
times when mean time of occurrence is equal to these values. The uniform
model, used between 15 and 20 sec, also behavesas one would expect, since the
time of a peak occurrence is likely to occur equally anywhere in this phase.
The third phase is where the number of peaks behaves similarly to a Poisson
arrival rate model, except that the timing is within a specified distribution,
is expanded and shown in Figure 5.2. In this figure, one can more clearly see
the load prediction follows the base curve with no variation until II.75 sec.
At this time, the load shows a sharp increase and associated variability.
This ends at 14.0 sec. This is precisely the expected result. Since
11.75 sec is three standard deviations away from the mean time occurrence, it
would not be likely to see any spike values occurring until after that time.
The peak at 12.5 sec is exactly where it should be and the smaller peaks at
13.0 and 13.5 sec are also seen. Therefore it is concluded that the model is
working as planned.
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Test Case: HPOTP Torque
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As a final test case, the entire probabilistic load model was run using the
Poisson transient model with no fixed spikes from 0 to 2.5 sec, and a quasi-
steady state calculation from 65_ to I04_ power From 2.5 sec to lO sec. These
results are shown in Figure 5.3. Again, the model behaves as expected.
5.4 Validation Studies
Introduction
The latest version of the probabilistic load model must have validation
studies performed on the code to insure that the methodology is performing as
intended. The verification of probabilistic methodologies can only take place
under limited testing conditions. The limitations on verification conditions
arise because there are very few distribution types which can have an ana-
lytical solution derived for a specified combination of distributions. Addi-
tionally, dependent variables, nonlinearities, etc., all provide conditions
for which only bounding types of solutions are available.
There are two probabilistic methods which must be validated: RASCAL and Monte
Carlo. The validation analyses, which has been performed, involve only normal
distributions. It is believed that if the probabilistic model can produce
accurate results in comparison to the theoretically calculated values for
normal distributions, then it will also produce accurate results for nonnormal
distribution types. This is clearly the case for 1ognormal distribution since
it is a simple transformation of the normal algebra. For most other distri-
bution types, it would be necessary to run Monte Carlo analyses to check the
RASCAL results. This does not seem to be valid use of the available re-
sources: if RASCAL compares well with Monte Carlo for normal distributions
then it will also compare well with Monte Carlo when non-normal distributions
are used. This is because, in limitations where the number of intervals used
for RASCAL approaches infinity, RASCAL methodology becomes the Monte Carlo
method. Therefore, only normal distributions are used in validation studies
for probabilistic methods.
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There are three case studies which were employed. These are:
Case Study I.
Case Study II.
Case Study III.
Sum Of Three Normal Distributions: Y = A + B + C
Product Of Three Normal Distributions: Y = ABC
Sum And Product Normal Distributions: Y = A + BC
In a11 three studies, the mean and variance of random variables A, B, and C
are those given in Table 5.1. Using the algebra of normal distributions, it is
straightforward to calculate the mean and variance of combinations in these
distributions. These results are also shown in Table 5.1. These are the
theoretical values of the mean and variance which both the Monte Carlo and
RASCAL methods should reproduce accurately. In addition, if the distribution
for Y is also normal then it is possible to compare the CDF, which one obtains
from the computer analyses, to the theoretical distribution. These compari-
sons are made in the following discussions.
TABLE 5.1. MEAN AND VARIANCE OF RANDOMVARIABLES FOR VERIFICATION STUDIES
Variable Mean Variance
A lO.O 1.0
B I0.0 4.0
C I0.0 9.0
Y=A+B+C 30.0 14.O
Y = ABC fOOD 380.705
Y=A + BC llO. 36.5650
Case Study I. Sum Of Three Normal Distributions: Y : A + B + C
The sum of three normal distributions with parameters given in Table 5.1
results in a normal distribution in which the mean value is equal to the sum
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of the three meansand the variance is the sumof the variances. Therefore,
it is possible to exactly calculate the resulting distribution. This is a
normal distribution with a mean of 30.0 and a variance equal to 14.0. The
results of RASCALcalculations are shownin Figure 5.4. In this figure, the
squares represent RASCALresults when equal probability intervals are used.
The plus signs represent the results whenan equal space interval (between the
first and ggth percentile values) option is used. As the figure readily
demonstrates, RASCALcalculation is very close to the theoretically correct
result.
Figure 5.5 demonstrates the key difference between RASCALcalculation_ and the
Monte Carlo Method. In Figure 5.4 the Monte Carlo results were not shown
because they are also as close to the theoretical line as the RASCALresults
were over the entire CDFscale. However, in the expandedview shownin Figure
5.5, one can see that the Monte Carlo result does not perform as well in the
upper tail region as the equal space RASCALresult. For these calculations,
the Monte Carlo analysis used the samenumber of sample points as did the
RASCALanalysis (lO00). The error bars on the MonteCarlo result (ref. Figure
5.5) represent the 95% confidence intervals. Thus, in the Monte Carlo
analysis, there are three points shown above the eighty percentile value that
will not encompass the theoretically correct line 95% of the time. This is an
important point to makein the calculation of confidence limits with the Monte
Carlo method. The confidence limits calculated with Monte Carlo do not imply
that 95% of the time the confidence limit will encompass the true result:
rather they imply that if the Monte Carlo analysis is repeated, that 95% of
the time the Monte Carlo result will lie within the error band. Hhile RASCAL
does not currently have an analogous calculation for confidence limits, the
ability to sample more Frequently in the tail region will insure that the
prediction will be closer to the true result than a standard Monte Carlo
analysis.
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Case Study II. Product Of Three Normal Distributions: Y = ABC
In this study, RASCAL, Monte Carlo, and other theoretical results are compared
for a product of three normally distributed random variables. In computing a
product of three normal distributions the variance component increases as a
function of both the mean squared value and the variance of inputs so that the
spread in the dependent distribution is much larger than the case in which the
sum is used. Figure 5.6 shows the results of the CDF calculation for RASCAL
and normal distribution calculations. The expanded view of the upper tail
region, which also includes the Monte Carlo result, is given in Figure 5.7.
Again, the results are similar to Case I, however, the equal probability calc-
ulation appears to actually perform better than the equal space calculation.
This is caused by the sampling procedure, i.e., this is an unlikely scenario
that, on the average, we do not expect to see repeated. In either case,
RASCAL methodology performs as well as, or better than, the Monte Carlo given
the same number of sample points.
Case Study III. Sum And Product Normal Distributions: Y = A + BC
The final case study looks at an algebra of normal distributions in which both
a product and a sum are included. Results similar to Case I and II are shown
in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. The conclusions to be drawn from these figures are
the same as those previously stated. That is, the Monte Carlo and RASCAL
methods perform well when compared to the theoretically correct results with
the RASCAL results being as good as, or better than, the Monte Carlo
calculation for the equivalent number of sample points.
SUMMARY
The validation of probabilistic methodologies has been performed. The
comparison of simulation methods, RASCAL and Monte Carlo, to theoretically
available methods has demonstrated good statistical agreement among results.
The methods provide the user with parameters that can control the accuracy,
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as well as the confidence, of the predicted results. The next chapter
investigates more fully the question of the accuracy of probabilistic
methodologies.
5.5 VERIFICATIONSTUDIES
INTRODUCTION
Ultimately, the probabilistic load model must be able to predict, within the
limits of statistical accuracy, the behavior of loads in a space propulsion
engine. While the initial phase of this study has no requirements for the
physical process to be accurately modeled, it would be foolhardy to proceed
without considering such processes. Therefore, the probabilistic model is
driven by the influence function coefficient model and can be used to compare
to the data received from flight and test stand data. The results of such
comparisons are called verification studies. These analyses are used to cali-
brate the current status of the model, as well as indicating where additional
effort was neededduring the secondphase of this program.
There are a variety of data sets available from the SSMEtest program and the
subsequent flight data. There is limited data contained in the current expert
system database for other engine types. Therefore, at this time, the
validation studies are limited to SSMEtype engines. As the database is
expanded, additional verification work will be performed.
For the available data sets and influence function data sets, there were five
engine variables which were identified as being statistically valid for
verification studies. The engine variables are listed in Table 5.2 and
include the H2 mass flow rate, LOXmass flow rate, OPBdischarge temperature,
HPOTdischarge temperature, and LPOT turbine shaft speed. These five
variables were chosen for two reasons: (I) there was a match between the
available data and the dependent variable list from the influence functions,
and (2) there was a statistically significant numberof data points available
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TABLE 5.2. ENGINE VARIABLES INCLUDED IN THE VALIDATION STUDIES
H2 MASS FLOW RATE
LOX MASS FLOW RATE
OPB DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE
HPOT DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE
LPOT TURBINE SHAFT SPEED
for analysis. There is a significant difference in the type of loading
associated with each of these engine variables.
The data that was obtained for use in the verification studies is the lO-sec
averaged data set from both the test stand and flight databases. The test or
flight data identifiers, together with the engine and component identifiers,
are contained in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. These data are compared to
results obtained from the ANLOAD program in the following sections.
EXAMPLE SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE ANALYSES
Introduction
The comparison of the ANLOAD and data requires that the influence function
data set and the data set that is being examined be carefully scrutinized. As
will be shown below, the slightest bias in the prediction from the influence
coefficients can cause results of the probabilistic model to appear to be
skewed. It is also important to note that the influence function model is
based on an engine balance computer simulation model assuming in-flight
conditions. This is in contrast to selected tests which are purposely set to
limit state-type conditions that would be unacceptable sets of engine parame-
ters for actual flight. Therefore, after examining this point in some detail
below, the mean predictions will be shifted to match the data set so that the
probabilistic results can be examined efficiently.
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TABLE 5.3. TEST DATA USED IN VERIFICATION STUDIES
Test _o VEHICLEENG PGS ENGINENO DUR MIS Fb FWE HD
901-391 A-I l 2011 500 104 2016 ZOIG Z016 F-I@ 2Z14RI
MCC WOIZLECNT_LR HPFTP LFFTP BPOTP LF_?_
901-413 A-I
_01-414 A-I
901-4H A-I
901-430 A-I
9_I-438 A-I
991-439 A-I
901-440 A-L
901-477 A-I
902-302 A-2
902-307 A-2
902-311 A-Z
902-313 A-2
902-314 A-2
902-31B A-Z
902-319 A-_
902423 A-Z
902-328 A-2
902-329 A-t
901-335 A-2
902-337 A-2
902-339 A-2
902-340 A-2
902-341 A-Z
)02-343 A-2
902-344 A-Z
)02-346 A-Z
902-347 A-2
I 2018 I10 104
I 2018 500 104
I Z010 510 I04
i 2017 510 104
I 2019 510 104
I 2019 250 104
I 02C7 250 104
l 2105 350 I04
I 2016 215 104
I 2017 500 104
I Z011 500 104
I 2019 190 104
I ZDI3 500 104
I 3109 I_0 104
I 2109 510 104
I 2030 510 104
I 2021 510 104
I 2010 510 104
1 _ o_ qc_0_. 104
I 20ZZ 510 104
_D 104l 2023 =
I 2023 250 104
I 2023 510 104
I 2014 250 104
! 2014 250 104
I 2014 250 104
i 2_14 250 104
9106 9010
2019 400_ 4001 F-17 02G9 400IRI 9211
2019 4002 4001 F-l? 2314 4001RI 9211
0107 2011 2014 F-05 5101_1 Zll? 0310
2018 4001 2018 F-If 2415 9208 9010RI
2020 2019 :017 F-I6 9210 2118 2019
2020 2019 2017 F-19 2020 20ZZ Z022
2020 ZOI9 _Oll F-19 4002 ZllB 2022
4002 2118 4010 P-08 5102EI 9105RI 9505R2
2106 2018 _017 F-18 9011 9005H2 2016
2018 4001 ZOIB F-IO 2016_I 9106
2016 ZOZO 40OZ F-I8 Z017RI 9005R3
2020 2019 ZOI? F-19
2020 Z019 I01? F-19
2109 201B 4004 F-04
2109 ZOlH 4004 F-10
2021 4004 2020 F-Z2
2023 ZI05 ZOZI F-19
0107 2011 Z014 F-13
2022 2022 4005 P-0?
9010
ZOIB
9210 211B 2019
9210 ZI18 Z019
5105 9105 2020
5101 9105 2020
201B 2019 2021
2019 9105RI 4001
2410 2314 9110
4001 2020 2015RI
2020 2022
4002 2019RI
2118 2019Ri
2118 zoIgRI
2118 201ERI
2314 2117
2313 20ZIRI 2117
2118 400ZBI 2115
2022 2022 4005 F-2Z Z020RI
4001 4003 4003 F-24 2021
4001 4003 4003 F-24 2515
4001 4003 4003 F-24 2515
ZOII 2015 Z011 F-13 9110
ZOll 2015 2011 F-09 9311
2011 3015 ZOll F-13
2011 2015 _011 F-13
9005
2016
2110
2211
2017
2017
2017
IOZ2
2015
2211
9005
2017
101?
201B
Z01H
020E
Z019
Z110
2020
4003
Z015
2015
Z015
4003
2021
2021
ZOZI
902-348 A-Z
902-349 A-2
902-350 A-2
902-351 A-2
S02-352 A-2
_0:-356 A-2
902-357 A-2
902-360 A-Z
902-361 A-2
902-363 A-2
)02-364 A-2
902-365 A-Z
)02-366 A-2
I 2314 250 104
I 2014 250 i04
I Zgi4 250 104
I Z01( 250 104
I 2014 250 104
I 2015 ZSD 104
I 20!5 510 104
I oola _,0 ID4
1 2014 250 104
i 2024 250 104
I 2024 250 104
I 2024 510 104
1 2024 250 104
Z011 2015 Z011 F-13 2118
2011 2015 2011 F-13 9310RI
2011 2015 Z011 F-If
2011 2015 _011 F-13
2011 2015 2011 P-0H
2015 2014 Z015 F-04
2015 1014 2015 F-15
2011 2015 2011 F-26
2011 2015 2011 F-D6
2025 4005 2011 F-Z3
2025 4005 Z01I F-Z3 4202 2411 ZOZOR2
Z025 4005 20II F-ZI 2218RI 4003 4003Ei
2025 4005 _011 F-27 2413 2109_4 2504
2314 2016R2 I021
2314 Z01BBI 90403
2216 2314 ZOlBBI 4004
4202 2314 2022_I 202_
4003 2311 4102 I022
4101 2022 0310RZ 2113
2413 2022 4003 2113
2120 2314 4003 2021
2218 2109R3 9211RI 400Z
4201 2116 ZOZOR2 4003
4003
4003
4101
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TABLE 5.4. FLIGHT DATA IN VERIFICATION STUDIES
FLT NO VEH!CLE FOS EkIGNO DU_.ATION,_/SPL FWIiHD MCC WOZZLRC}iTP-LI_HPFTP LPFTP EPOTP LFOTP
HTS-Q6 OV-O_9 I 2017 505.757 104 2018 4001 ,'tOl F-IO 91i0 91_8 9019 221i
e, ISTS-OH 0.-099 : ,,0,5 505.8?4 104 ,"015 2014 2015 F-If ,'315 2211 ,*C15 :113
STS-O6 0V-099 3 2012 505.990 104 Z014 291'/ 2013 F-IZ Z_.I3P,I 20i6 2018 2012
STS-07 0V-099 I 2017 506.501 104 2018 4001 201 Y-iO 2315 _l,nH 9GlO 2211
STS-O? 0V-099 Z 2015 506.634 104 2015 2014 2015 I;-II 9211 LT.II Z015 2113
STS-O? OV-P,99 3 :012 506.750 104 2014 Z017 -"OIH F-12 ,'tZl3gl2018 2018 2_I:
STS-09 OV-|OZ 1 ZOII 515.518 104 Z016 2020 4002 F-If ZO]'/EI ZI15 2018 9005
STS-09 OV-IO2 Z Z018 515.652 I04 2019 4002 4001 F-04 ZZI3HI4001Hl 9ZII 2018
_TS-09 0V-102 3 2019 515.7H0 104 2020 ZOIH 2017 F-06 9210 2118 2019 2017
STS-13 0V-099 1 2109 5i?.140 104 ZI09 2018 4004 F-10 5101RI 7-117 Z020 2018
STS-13 0V-099 2 20ZO 517.246 104 ZO._l 4004 2020 Y-05 2018 2019 2021 0208
STS-13 OV-O.C9 3 ,"OIZ 517.3HH 104 2014 2017 2016 F-I',-:116R2 201H ZP,16 :012
STS-14 OV-I03 I 2109 521.525 104 2109 ZOIB 4004 F-iO ZOZORI ZII; 2020 Z018
STS-14 OV-I03 2 2018 521.868 104 Z019 4002 4001 F-04 ZOITEZ4001g1 9211 2020
STS-14 OV-I03 3 20El 521,784 104 Z023 2105 PO_I F-IS 40011tl910581 4001 2019
HTS-19 OV-103 I :109 51£'.525 104 Z109 2018 4004 F-10 2020RI 2117 ,'020 20i8
STS-19 OV-103 2 2018 519 666 104 2019 4002 4001 F-09 2017024001HI 9211 2020
STS-IH OV-I03 3 2012 51H 784 104 ZOI4 Z017 2015 F-IZ ;,I18 9206 ]II0 2012
HTS-ZO 0V-103 l 2109 517 024 104 2109 2018 4004 F-IO 420;_ 2117 2020 2018
STS-20 OV-IO3 2 _018 517 146 104 2019 4007 4001 F-09 2017B24001HI2018HI Z020
STS-ZO OV-103 3 201,_ 517 266 104 2014 201'/ 2016 P-O? 4003 9206 9110 ZOIZ
,,0,3 5ZI 34? 104 4001 4003 4003 F-Z( 251581400ZI;IZOI9HI 2015HTS-24 OV-O_9 I " _
HTS-24 0V-099 2 ZOZO 521.465 104 2021 4004 20Z0 F-05 9311HI 2019 ZOZI OZOS
ETS-Z4 OV-OHH 3 7,021 521.567 104 20:3 ZI05 2021 F-06 ZZI6 2021H1 4001 ZOIB
STS-Z5 OV-I03 I 2109 5Z2.127 104 Zl09 2018 4004 F-IO 2121 2117 21i5 2019
STS-Z5 OV-I03 Z ZOIH r.. _a_,_.,.... 104 ._019 4002 4001 F-Z2 4201 4001H12016_.3 ZOZO
STS-Z5 OV-IO3 3 ZOl: 522.388 104 2014 20i7 2016 P-07 4003 9206 9110 2012
STS-ZH 0V-099 I 2023 349.600 I04 4001 4003 4003 Y-Z;)2515RI4002HI201982 2015
HTS'26 0V-099 2 20-"0 587.730 i04 2021 4004 ZO_O F-27 420201 2019 4003EZ 0208
HTS'ZH OV-09_ 3 _021 5HT.H49 104 2023 ZI05 ?.021 F-06 2216:O_IR!4001;ti 2019
HTS-27 OV-I03 I 21,_9 513.924 104 P.IO9 2018 4004 F'IO 2121 2117 21i5 2018
STS'','fOV'103 2 2P,IB 514.04H 104 ;019 4002 4001 F-Z2 4201 4001P.I213181},32020
HTH-2? OV-I03 3 2'Jl: 5i4.i67 104 2014 2017 2018 P-07 400_}I 9208 ZOISP,Z 2012
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Comparison Of ProbBbilistiC Predictions And Data
Figure 5.10 shows the predicted fuel mass flow rate and the empirical CDF
constructed, using all of the data from both test stands and flights. The
ANLOAD prediction was obtained using the RASCAL method. In each of these
RASCAL analyses, 40 discrete intervals were used and 25 samples per interval
were obtained. Also, the RASCAL method was used by requiring that the input
PDFs were calculated between the I and 99 percentile values.
The independent, or input, variables used in these analyses are the first five
independent variables from the influence function list: the commanded mixture
ratio, fuel inlet total pressure, oxidizer inlet total pressure, fuel inlet
temperature, and the oxidizer inlet temperature. These independent parameters
were chosen because they introduce the most variability in predicted results
and previous analyses have characterized their PDF forms. The inputs used are
contained in Table 5.5.
TABLE 5.5.
Independent Variable
Commanded Mixture Ratio
Fuel Inlet Pressure
Oxidizer Inlet Pressure
Fuel Inlet Temperature
Oxidizer Inlet Temperature
INDEPENDENT ENGINE VARIABLE PDF PARAMETERS
Distribution Parameter l* Parameter 2**
Uniform 5.97443 6.05108
Normal 30.0 1.5
Normal 64.3341 21.0374
Lognormal 3.6]308 0.0162595
Lognormal 5.10174 7.19274E-03
*Parameter 1 is the lower bound for a uniform distribution, the mean for a
normal distribution, and the modal for the lognormal.
**Parameter 2 is the upper bound for a uniform distribution, the standard
deviation for a normal distribution, and the transformed standard deviation
for the 1ognormal.
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As Figure 5.10 indicates, the general shape of both CDFs are the same but the
ANLOAD prediction is shifted to the right. Figure 5.11 shows a similar result
for the LOX mass flowrate. Figures 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14 do not show the pro-
nounced shift that the previous two figures indicated, but there is an obvious
bias in the prediction for the OPB and HPOT discharge temperature. This bias
does not appear as a skewness in the CDF but rather is a uniform shift of data.
There are two possible explanations for this shift.* One explanation is that
the influence coefficients are not sufficiently accurate in their prediction
of engine variables. The other is that the data sets have a built-in bias.
This bias can arise because the ANLOAD predictions are based on combining
inputs from which distributions are calculated from a data set which is dif-
ferent from the data used to compare dependent variable results. The first
explanation is believed to be the more plausible. There is some error
associated with the use of the influence functions: by definition they are
approximations to the detailed analysis. If the predicted average values and
the averages calculated from the data are compared (ref. Table 5.6), it is
quickly seen that these values are all within 1.0% of each other. This
implies that the influence functions are predicting absolute values of five
engine variables correctly, within the 1.0% error. To some extent, the shift
seen in Figures 5.10 through 5.14, especially in the 20 to 80 percentile
ranges, is also caused by the use of RASCAL in which the lower and upper tail
regions are calculated more accurately. (Remember that 40 discrete intervals
would lead to estimates between the 2.5 and 97.5 percentile values while the
input required analyses between the first and 99 percentile values). Figures
5.15 and 5.16 show this increased accuracy in the upper tail regions for two
of the five engine variables.
*The possibility of an incorrect results from ANLOAD is discounted because of
validation studies reported in the previous section.
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TABLE 5.6. CALCULATED AND PREDICATED AVERAGE VALUES FOR ENGINE ANALYSES
ANALYSIS METHOD
MONTE RASCAL RASCAL DATA: DATA:
CARLO EQUAL EQUAL FLIGHT TESTS
LOX Mass Flow Rate
Mean Value
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation
Error in Mean (Flight)
_2 Mass Flow Rate
Mean Value
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation
Error in Mean (Flight)
OPB Discharge Temperature
Mean Value
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation
Error in Mean (Flight)
LPOT Shaft Speed
Mean Value
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation
Error in Mean (Flight)
HPOT Discharge Temperature
Mean Value
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation
Error in Mean (Flight)
930.745 930.740 924.0]8 927.72] 929.849
].359 1.438 3.641 1.492 2.745
0.]5% 0.15% 0.39% 0.16% 0.30%
-0.32% -0.32% 0.40% NA -0.23%
154.711 154.671 154.704 154.294 154.347
0.499 0.500 0.475 0.300 0.43]
0.32% 0.32% 0.31% 0.19% 0.28%
-0.27% -0.24% -0.26% NA -0.03%
205.925 205.967 206.001 203.676 205.215
1.642 1.567 ].540 1.436 1.284
0.80% 0.?6% 0.75% 0.71% 0.63%
-I.09% -].If% -1.13% NA -0.75%
5181.90 5180.24 5180.66 5130.26 5]84.05
15.255 ]5.785 16.125 2116.56] 30.326
0.29% 0.30% 0.3]% 41.26% 0.58%
-l.00% -0.96% -0.97% NA -1.04%
1349.79 ]350.38 1298.18 1298.18 1272.44
20.551 21.353 75.929 22.907 16.053
].52% 1.58% 5.85% 1.76% 1.26%
-3.82% -3.87% -3.79% NA 2.07%
To correctly remove the bias from the data and make direct comparisons of CDF
values, it is necessary to rerun the analyses using equal probability inter-
vals. Equal probability intervals are needed in order to subtract the bias in
the results without changing the distribution shape. Thus, if the difference
in the mean value calculated from the data and the predicted mean value from
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the ANLOADcalculation is subtracted from each of the dependent engine vari-
able's DPD, then the predicted standard deviation will remain constant. This
then allows the predicted CDF to be shifted left or right without affecting
the shape of the distribution. If unequal probability intervals are used,
then this simplified modification to the results is not possible and com-
parisons are difficult.
These analyses were performed, again using RASCAL, but with 25 discrete inter-
vals used to describe each of the five input CDFs.
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The independent parameter otherwise remained the same as the previous anal-
yses. In addition, a Monte Carlo analysis was performed for each of the five
dependent variables so that confidence limits on the predictions could be
obtained. This was also done to demonstrate the fact that the RASCAL method-
ology, with equal probability intervals, is not causing any shift (systematic
or otherwise) in the predicted CDF values.
The results of the calculations when all of the data are plotted as a single
CDF value is similar to the previous analyses and are not reproduced here.
The form of the CDF is similar for both the predicted and calculated data
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values but there is still much more variability in the data than is being
predicted by the ANLOAD results. To explain this inconsistency, the data was
examined in many ways. What was determined is that the ANLOAD program agrees
well with the flight data and exhibits less variability than the test data.
This is shown graphically in Figures 5.17 through 5.26. For example, in
Figure 5.19, the LOX mass flow rate from the flight has a standard deviation
of approximately one-half of that from the test data. This is to be expected
since flight conditions are much more tightly controlled than the possible
range of conditions that the designers of an engine may want to retest to
certify the engine performance. (This is not meant to imply that tests are
not well controlled but that the range of conditions allowed during tests is
larger than that allowed during flights). Hhen the test data is removed from
the plot (Figure 5.20), one can see how well the prediction actually matches
the flight data. The LOX mass flow rate is one of the most accurate pre-
dictions, but all of the other predictions follow this same pattern. Each of
the figures repeats this same pattern and indicate that the choices for input
variables and influence function set reproduces the flight data in a sta-
tistically consistent fashion.
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Summary
The set of influence functions used to perform these calculations were derived
from a nominal engine balance computer code. Since the code was assuming that
the engine would not undergo severe transient behavior during flight, it was
expected that the variability built into the coefficients would be minimized.
This was exactly what was found. The probabilistic model contained in ANLOAD
predicted the variability in flight data well, but did not predict as large a
spread in the data as was seen in test data. This was also expected since the
input distributional forms were derived primarily from flight data, although
there was some mixing of results in the distributional fitting procedure. It
is believed that the spread in the entire data set can be predicted if the
input distributional forms are changed to reflect the larger variability
contained in test conditions.
However, one must keep in mind the ultimate Rurpose of the program develop-
ment: to derive an expert system model that can be employed by a relatively
inexperienced engine designer. If the large variability contained in the
entire data set is included in base coefficients, then unnecessarily stringent
tolerances will result because the predicted variability in the load would be
much larger than that which would credibly be encountered in flight condi-
tions. Therefore, the set of coefficients and input distribution descriptions
for independent loads are believed to be the best representation of the cur-
rently used space propulsion engine parameters and loads.
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6.0 LDEXPT,The Load-Expert System
6.1 Objective and Approach
The objective of the CLS is to develop generic load models with multiple
levels of progressive sophistication to simulate the CLS induced in space pro-
pulsion system components, representative of SSMEs. A computer code, incor-
porating the various individual and CLS models, is being developed to con-
struct the specific load models desired. The approach is to develop incremen-
tal versions of the code. Each subsequent version will add sophistication to
the component probabilistic load definition and decision rules. The proba-
bilistic loads thus generated will be useful in space propulsion system design
and probabilistic structural analyses.
The space propulsion system is a complex machinery. Tremendous amounts of
load information and numerous engine data are being generated over the years.
Probabilistic load synthesis not only demands sophisticated probabilistic
methodology, but it requires knowledge of state-of-the-art space propulsion
system load analyses and calculations. It encompases the knowledge of over 30
years of experience of rocket engine design, analysis and manufacturing at
Rocketdyne, NASA, and other institutions. The approach for the CLS program is
to develop a knowledge-based or expert system which can interface with the
load calculation routines to synthesize the load spectra of a generic propul-
sion engine.
A knowledge-based system has the facility of building a domain knowledge base
which, in a broad sense, includes decision rules, numerical data, and evalua-
tion procedures. It has the capability to perform logical deduction and in-
ferences and, as such, can help users make decisions and solve problems. A
knowledge-base environment also allows incremental development and modulariza-
tion of the knowledge. The knowledge implemented (load models, load data, or
load calculation procedures) is readily available to other modules.
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The CLSprogram requires a knowledge-basedsystem that has built-in sophisti-
cated probabilistic modeling and statistical tools, and a large database of
rocket engine information. This knowledge-based system will help engineers
generate probabilistic loads for select space propulsion system componentsand
will provide probabilistic information for structural analyses. The functions
of this knowledge-based system are to managethe load information database,
provide expert knowledge in load models and load synthesis, and generate user
requested loads. In other words, the CLSprogram needs a coupled symbolic and
numeric processing system. With these constraints, a knowledge-based system
in FORTRANwas developed from scratch for the CLSprogram. The advantage of
developing one's own knowledge-based system is that there is no licensing
restriction. A knowledge system in FORTRANfacilitates the interface with
FORTRANprobability evaluation and load calculation routines. In addition,
FORTRANprograms are fairly portable and can be easily implemented into most
any computer system. The disadvantage of building one's own system is that
generally the user interface is primitive becauseof cost constraint.
6.2 Intelligence DatabaseSystemDesign
The CLS load-expert system is a hybrid knowledge-based system different from
the conventional rule-based product system. The design of the CLS load-expert
system follows the "knowledge is power" philosophy. That is the power of a
knowledge-based system is its capability for having a vast amount of domain
knowledge without the necessity of a complex inferencing scheme. A decision
tree inference scheme is employed for simplicity. Each decision tree is
implemented as a rule module. To facilitate the communication between rule
modules, a simple working memoryis implemented for passing information from
one rule module to another. The load-expert system has a rule-based module
and a knowledge-based module (ref. Figure 6.1). The rule-based module has
manyrule modules, each of which model a decision tree which performs certain
tasks, such as the QLM. The QLMretrieves the load distribution data to do a
Gaussian momentmethod calculation in order to obtain a system load distribu-
tion. A user interface module SESUIMtakes care of user queries and answers.
The knowledge-based module uses a database system to store and manage load
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information and data, such as engine system load distribution data. The CLS
knowledge-basedmodule is similar to a simple frame-based system except that
no inheritance mechanismis built into the system.
The knowledge representation in database format has proven to be the correct
and viable choice. The database system manages the large volume of load
information. It helps maintain data integrity and avoid data redundancy. It
standardizes the data storage and retrieval procedures. It facilitates the
communication between the expert system rule-based module and the knowledge
base. The CLSapproach is to couple the knowledge-based system to a genuine
database system which can retrieve and update records, add and delete, records,
etc. not just a data file, to becomean intelligence database system. This
approach has demonstrated in this project to be excellent for engineering
applications.
The large volume of domainknowledge in data format almost dictates the use of
a database system. Writing rules to manipulate the data intelligently, to
select and utilize the relevant data in computations increases the power and
flexibility of a database system tremendously. Such an intelligent database
system is the system being built for the CLSprogram. Our experience on the
system is that the system does well what it intended to do and we are satis-
fied with the design of the system.
6.3 KnowledgeEngineering
Knowledgeengineering is the most important task for building a knowledgebased
system. Generally, one or more experts are available who know how to solve
the problems at hand. In this case, the knowledge engineering task is to
extract the knowledge from the expert(s) to transform into rules or other
forms that can be implemented on a knowledge-based system. Things are a lit-
tle more difficult for a research project such as the CLSprogram. Here, new
methodology needs to be developed. First, probabilistic methods need to be
implemented. The methodology is available, but the application of the method-
ology to mechanical loads requires research effort. Next, probabilistic load
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models for space propulsion system and components need to be developed. There
is a vast amount of knowledge on space propulsion system design and load eval-
uations accumulated at Rocketdyne. Most of the analyses, however, are using
deterministic models and algorithms. The probabilistic load modeling is at
the forefront of the research. Knowledge engineering for this task includes
learning how Rocketdyne experts model and evaluate the loads. Knowledge
engineering also includes transformation of deterministic models into proba-
bilistic models, utilization of the deterministic results, and development of
new probabilistic models.
As an example of knowledge engineering, transformation from a deterministic
model to a probabilistic model is the rocket engine influence model described
in section 4. The deterministic influence model performs engine load evalua-
tion and engine performance prediction. Transformation of the model into a
probabilistic one is not as straightforward. One of the reasons is that the
purpose of the probabilistic engine mode] is to provide engine system-
dependent loads (system interface operation conditions) to be used as boundary
conditions for probabilistic component load models. The deterministic model
uses tag values to normalize engines for engine performance prediction, where-
as the probabilistic engine model treats all engine operating variables and
loads as random variables. Nevertheless, the CLS project has benefited
greatly from the availability of rocket engine deterministic influence model
and the depth of the Rocketdyne experience in rocket engine design, modeling
and evaluation. Without the Rocketdyne team providing their expertise in
respected areas, the CLS eFFort would be futile.
There are situations wherein there are no appropriate models available for
generating a certain load. In this case, an appropriate probabilistic model
needs to be invented. Such are the cases for the generic probabilistic com-
ponent thermal load model and the duct fluctuation pressure load model. For
example, in developing the thermal load influence model, our aerothermal dyna-
mics expert initially did iterative perturbation analyses using a determinis-
tic thermal analysis code. He then massaged the results and developed the
thermal load influence model. The process was a lot more difficult than
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described here. It relies on the expert's knowledge of component structure,
geometry, and thermal environment. Selection of the system operation condi-
tion loads (system-dependent loads) which are the most influential to the com-
ponent thermal load, requires in-depth knowledge of the system interaction of
the component with its environment. For example, in developing the thermal
load for the turbine blade temperature, coolant leakage through the worn-off
seal has significant effect on the temperature profile at the turbine blade
shank region.
Once a probabilistic load model was developed, it was integrated into the
load-expert system. Databases for the loads and geometry information were
designed and added to the knowledge base file. A rule module for the load
model was coded and added to the rule-based module. Queries were written and
inserted into the problem text file (query file used by the user interface
driver). It is here that the advantage of an incremental development environ-
ment for the knowledge-based system is apparent. New knowledge is being added
to the system. New rule modules can be built with the new knowledge as well
as the information that was already in the knowledge base.
Knowledge engineering is the most crucial step in developing a knowledge-based
system. The success of this program depends largely on it. The fact that
there is a Rocketdyne team with 30 years of expertise in rocket engine design
and development to draw from ensures Rocketdyne the highest probability of
SUCCESS.
6.4 The Load-Expert System: LDEXPT Version 2.1
The load-expert system, LDEXPT version 2.], was implemented on the NASA Lewis
Research Center's mainframe computer. It is in the VM/CMS operating system.
At the writing of this report, the load-expert system is being updated to
LDEXPT version 3.0. As mention earlier, an expanded loads and influence
coefficient set will be implemented. The load-expert system is an interactive
system. The structure of the system is shown in Figure 6.1. The load-expert
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system has a rule-based module and a knowledge-based module. The rule-based
module has the user interface system SESUIMtaking care of user query and
answer functions. The rule-based driver RBMScontrols the overall process of
running a user-selected rule module, performing a load calculation with the
ANLOADmodule, etc. The knowledge-based module has a database system, a
duty-cycle-data processing module, and a file I/O module. The database sys-
tem managesthe knowledge base and takes care of database functions, such as
database retrieval and update. The file I/O module performs file input and
output to the operating system.
The Database
The database system of the load-expert system is a genuine database system.
It is a flat-file database system which has most. of the database opera-
tions. An index sequential access method (ISAM) algorithm is employed for the
retrieval of the database records. A key file is constructed for each data-
base table. The keys are sorted in ascending order. Records are then
retrieved through the indices stored in the key file. The system can be up-
graded to a relational database system if the relational algebra, such as
joining (union and intersection) the database tables, is implemented. If such
need arises, the relational algebra will be implemented.
Available database functions include" database table creation, record selec-
tion, record deletion, updating database tables, building key files, and sav-
ing database. The database commands of the load-expert system as follows:
COMMAND
DBCR
DBCF
DBBK
DBSL
DBDL
_DBDF
DBUP
DBRD
FUNCTION
Create a database table
Create fields for a database
Build key file
Select database record(s)
Delete database record(s)
Display field and key names
Update and/or add database record(s)
Open a database file
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COMMAND
?DBSV
?DBLT
?DBLK
?INLD
?INFL
?HELP
?RETN
?QUIT
FUNCTION
Save an updated database
List all records of a database table
List all key variables of a database
Special command for input SSME loads
Special command for input infl. coeffs
List available database commands
Return to KBMS
Exit LDEXPT
The Knowledge Base
The domain knowledge for the probabilistic engine load synthesis of a space
propulsion system consists of two main areas: the probabilistic methodology
and modeling, and the rocket engine structural load information and evalua-
tion. The probabilistic methods and calculation are implemented on the load-
expert system with traditional algorithmic and procedural codes. These coding
routines are included in the load calculation module ANLOAD as discussed in
section 5. The load information and the load model information are imple-
mented in the Knowledge base. The information of the knowledge base is util-
ized and processed by the rule modules. The synergism of the two domain Know-
ledge bases and the coupling of the symbolic and numeric processing have to be
brought about to a successful knowledge-based system for the CLS project.
The knowledge base of the load-expert system is managed by the database sys-
tem. The knowledge base includes the following database tables:
TABLE NUMBEROF
GROUP NAME TABLES
LIDP 1
LDEP 1
INFC 16
DFAT l
LTBC 1
INFORMATION
DESCRIPTION
System independent loads
System dependent loads
Influence coeff's set
Duty-cycle-data file IDs
Turbine blade static pressure loads
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TABLE
GROUP NAME
NUMBER OF
TABLES
LCTH 1
SCTH 1
ICTH 1
DUCT 1
CLFP 1
INFORMATION
DESCRIPTION
Component loads
Component load models
Component load scaling coeffs
Duct geometries
Fluctuation pressure loads
The knowledge base has engine load information and their distribution para-
meters as delineated in Figure 6.2 and 6.3. The engine loads can be classi-
fied by four categories: (1) system-independent loads, (2) system-dependent
loads, (3) component independent local loads, and (4) the component loads.
The system-independent loads include engine inlet operating parameters and
engine hardware parameters. Engine inlet operating parameters are the engine
mixture ratio, the fuel inlet pressure and temperature, and the oxidizer inlet
pressure and temperature. Engine hardware parameters relate to hardware
performance, i.e., turbopump efficiency, turbine efficiency, and valve
resistance, etc. The system-dependent loads are the engine performance-
related variables and the system interface loads. Engine performance varia-
bles are the engine thrust, fuel and oxidizer flowrates, etc. Engine system
interface loads are the system operating boundary condition loads, such as
turbine inlet and discharge pressures and temperatures, and the HGM (Hot Gas
Manifold) fuel inlet pressure. These loads define the operating conditions
for system components. The component independent local loads and component
loads are loads local to the components. The component local independent
loads are related to geometry and other effects local to the component under
consideration. An example is the coolant seal leakage geometry Factor for the
turbine blade. The component loads are important in structural analysis and
Failure probability evaluation of the particular component. Examples of the
component loads are the turbine blade pressure and temperature, transfer duct
static and dynamic pressures, etc. The knowledge base has the mean values,
coefficients of variation and distribution type for all these loads. The
information is stored in database format. Examples of the databases LIDP and
LDEP are shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. In these databases, the load
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ID parameters are the keys for retrieval and other database operations. The
knowledge base also includes engine load model information. The influence
coefficient set for the engine probabi]istic influence model and the I sigma
gain values are stored in the database INFC. An example of the database is
shown in Figure 6.6. The values of the fields INFL-C], INFL-C2, INFL-C3 and
INFL-C4 in the database INFC are the four coefficients ci's in Equation
(4.3). The values of the fields GAIN65, GAIN90, GAIN]O0, and GAINI04 are the
l sigma gains of the dependent load at power levels of 65%, 90%, I00% and
I04%. These are the gains corresponding to the I sigma (standard deviation)
change in the respected independent load. The expert system uses these gains
to select the most influential independent loads to a dependent load for users
and thus shows a seemingly intelligent behavior.
The knowledge base includes also the load dependency and scaling information
of the component load models, the duty-cycle-data information, etc. The com-
plete information of the knowledge base will be documented in the load-expert
system LDEXPT user's manual.
The Rule Modules
The rule-based module has the expert system driver SESUIM (the user interface
module), the load calculation module ANLOAD, the statistical tool box, and the
Rule Modules. In LDEXPT version 2.1, the statistical tool box has only a few
data-fitting routines: not much effort has gone into developing it. As dis-
cussed earlier, the decision tree inference scheme is used to process the
rules. Each Rule Module is a decision tree for performing certain tasks
and/or solving a particular problem. The advantage of this inference scheme
is that it is efficient. System with this inference scheme can be easily
coupled with external numerical routines. The disadvantage of the decision
tree inferencing is the loss of flexibility of selecting alternative rules to
solve problems.
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Rules are designed to represent the textual information needed for load syn-
thesis. Rules also are written to control the computation process and to
retrieve and manage the requested engineering data. The rule modules imple-
mented in LDEXPTversion 2.1 are:
Rule-Modules
SLIDPL
SLDEPL
SLICGN
SLTBCL
SLTHCL
SLSCTH
SLICTH
SLCLFP
SLDUCT
SLDDYN
SLDCD
QLM
SlCM
STBSM
TBPRLI
ANLDIN
EXIT
Function
Independent load info. retrieval
Dependent load info. retrieval
Infl. coeff's & gain values retrieval
Turbine blade pressure load info. retrieval
Component load info. retrieval
Component load model info. retrieval
Thermal load influence coeff's retrieval
Fluctuation pressure load info. retrieval
Duct geometry info. retrieval
Duct dynamic load PSD info. retrieval
Duty-cycle-data file info. retrieval
Quick-Look model calculation
Deterministic influence model calc.
Simple turbine blade scaling model calc.
Turbine blade linear interpolation calc.
Prepare ANLOAD input file for load calc.
Return to RBMS, rule-based module control
The rule-module ANLDIN, preparing an ANLOAD input file for load calculation,
is the module used most often. This module retrieves the user request load
information and data from the knowledge base and prompts the user for required
parameters such as: length of mission time, time step size, probabilistic
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method chosen, etc. Details of each rule module will be discussed in the
load-expert system user manual. As an example, the equivalent rules of the
rule module SICM are listed below:
a) If the dependent load ID is N and
the independent load ID is M
then the influence coefficient parameter set is ci, c2, c3 and c4.
b) If the dependent load ID is N and
the user requests that the expert system selects the M most
influential independent loads on the dependent load and
the selection is going to be based on gains for
power level X
then the M independent loads are Ml, M2 .... (after some
numerical evaluations)
c) If the dependent load ID is N and
the user requests a simple deterministic influence
model calculation
then the expert system will either request the user to select
the independent loads manually or the expert system will
select them if the user requests that, retrieve influence
coefficient set and perform the deterministic influence
model calculation.
It is obvious from the rules above that the SICM rule module will require the
services of the following: (1) the rule-module SLDEPL which retrieves the
dependent load information, (2) the rule-module SLIDPL which retrieves the
independent load information, and (3) the rule-module SLICGN which retrieves
the influence coefficient set. The required communication between these rule
modules, or any other rule module, is carried out by a simple working memory
model.
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The Working Memory Model
The working memory model was designed for passing information (short-term
memory) between different rule modules. To keep the model simple, the infor-
mation saved was limited to that needed to pass from one rule module to ano-
ther module but not to multiple rule modules. The working memory consists of
a stack used for storing database indices for record retrieval and a memory
array used for storing information (e.g. subgoals, facts). The advantage of
implementing a working memory model is that many inference processes can pro-
ceed without user intervention. For example, suppose one wants to do a deter-
ministic influence model calculation for the HPFTP turbine speed using rule
module SICM. First, one selects the dependent load ID number 3 for the HPFTP
speed inside the SLDEPL rule module. This information is then passed to the
SLIDPL rule module for selecting the most influential independent loads by the
expert system if that is what the user chooses to do. Next, the dependent
load ID and the independent load IDs are passed to the SLICGN rule module for
retrieving the influence coefficient set. After all information and data are
retrieved, an influence model calculation is then performed in the SICM rule
module. Without the working memory, one has to manually pass the information
between the rule modules in order to complete the process.
Operation
The load-expert system, LDEXPT version 2.1, was installed on the NASA Lewis
Research Center's VM/CMS system. To run the expert system, a user needs to
have the library for the expert system, the LDEXPT EXEC file, the knowledge
base file and duty-cycle-data file, the problem text file and rule file, and a
few other data files. The procedure is as follows: (1) Request more virtual
memory by executing a CP command:
CP DEFINE STORAGE 4096K
(2) Returns to CMS:
CP IPL CMS
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(3) Loading the graphic-3d package (LeRC's graphic package):
GRAPH3D
(4) Loading the load-expert system:
LDEXPT
The load-expert system LDEXPT is a menu-driven program. To get to the expert
system driver, one needs first to go to the rule-based module by entering the
command:
?RBMS
then, the rule-based module menu is shown on screen. Select the expert system
driver by entering the command:
?EXDR
A rule modules menu appears on screen and one can select and execute any one
of the rule modules.
System operations such as implementing a new knowledge base or adding new
database to the existing knowledge base will be discussed in the load-expert
system users manual. Implementation of the available generic models, such as
the generic static pressure load model, and the generic probabilistic thermal
load model, etc. will also be discussed in the users manual.
For those readers who would like to see the load-expert system LDEXPT in
action, a commented printout of an actual run of the rule module ANLDIN is
attached as Appendix A. The example, an expert-system consultation session
shows the dialogue between a user and the expert system for retrieving rele-
vant load information and data to prepare a load calculation input file.
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6.5 The Component Load Models
Four space propulsion system components were selected for development of the
CLS synthesis: (1) the turbine blade, (2) the transfer ducts, (3) the LOX
posts, and (4) HPOTP discharge duct. The loads of interest for these compo-
nents are exhibited in Table 2.1. The component structures, the mechanics and
operation, and the component loads are described in detail in the first CLS
annual report (ref. 2.1). In this section, the actual implementation of com-
ponent loads is summarized. The general approach taken in modeling the compo-
nent load is to build generic models based on some simple and general princi-
ple. For example, one approach that was used in the turbine blade static
pressure model is that the differential pressure on the turbine blade surface
streamline is proportional to the turbine torque. The techniques employed
most often are the scaling technique and the influence coefficient technique.
These two techniques were used in developing the static pressure load model
and the probabilistic thermal load model. As the CLS technology advances,
physical component load models (i.e., based on the physics of component struc-
ture and function) will be developed.
The Generic Scaling Model
The component static pressure loads are directly scalable with a system-level
dependent load or, in the case of a turbine blade, static pressures with two
system-dependent loads. Since there are other component loads which are also
scalable with one or two system-level loads, a generic scaling mode] was im-
plemented on the load-expert system. With this model, the turbine blade cen-
trifugal force, the HPOTP discharge duct static pressure load, the HGM fuel
and LOX transfer ducts static pressures, and the LOX posts static pressures
were implemented.
A simple scaling model is defined as a load directly scalable by one or two
system-level dependent loads with a single scaling coefficient. That means in
the case of two dependent loads, the scaling coefficient is the same for the
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two loads with possibly a sign difference. Some scaling models are scaled by
two or more dependent loads with two or more coefficients. They are not that
much different from the simple scaling model except that a data set for the
scaling coefficients is required. The simple scalable component load can be
evaluated as follows:
or,
Lc : a * Lsl (6.1)
Lc : a * ( Lsl - Ls2) (6.2)
where, Lc is the component load,
Lsl and Ls2 are the relevant dependent loads,
a is the scaling coefficient.
Routines have been written to calculate the generic scaling model load using
equation (6.]) or (6.2). Rule module has been written to supply the load
information and data assuming they were implemented in the knowledge base in
the conventional way of the load-expert system. To make the scheme work, the
knowledge has to be implemented in a certain way. The following is an imple-
mentation procedure of the HPOTP discharge duct static pressure load using the
generic scaling model. It will serve as an illustration of what is involved
in building load models.
I. Add the load information to the component load database LCTH. This can be
accomplished by going into the database system resided in the knowledge-based
module KBMS with the following commands:
(l) After the expert system is loaded,
enter ?KBMS. A menu of the KBMS module will
then show up on the screen
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(2) Enter ?DBMS to enter the database system,
a list of available database commands will
show up on the screen
(3) Enter ?DBRD to open the knowledge base file
and bring in the database LCTH by following
the system prompt
(4) Enter ?DBUP to add the new load record to the
load database LCTH. For example, enter the
following for the HPOTP discharge duct static
pressure load:
CMPN-ID : lO
C-LD-ID : 2
C-LD-NA : HODD-S-P
MEAN : 4107.0
COY : O.l
P3 : 0.0
DIST : NORMAL
NE-COEFI:
NE-COEF2:
NE-COEF3:
NE-COEF4:
Notes: Component ID CMPN-ID = lO identifies that the
component is the HPOTP discharge duct
Component load ID C-LD-ID = 2 identifies that
the load is the static pressure load
Leave blank for NE-COEFI to NE-COEF4
If the component is a new one which is not in the existing list, select an ID
number for the component.
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2. Add the scaling load database to SCTH.
Repeat steps (3) and (4) of the previous procedure for database SCTH. The
database for the HPOTP discharge duct is as follows:
CMPN-ID : I0
C-LD-ID : 2
C-LD-NA : HODD-S-P
LD-TYPE : ONE
CI-ID : 0
LDEPI-ID: 3
C2-1D : 0
LDEP2-1D: 0
C3-1D : 0
LDEP3-1D: 0
C4-1D : 0
LDEP4-ID: 0
C5-ID : 0
LDEP5-ID: 0
SC-COEF : 1.0
Notes: LD-TYPE = ONE is for scaling model with one system
dependent load
= TWO for scaling with two system dependent
loads
Cn-ID is 0 for simple scaling model, it means that
the dependent load is one of the system
dependent loads on the engine influence
model n : 1,2 .....5
LDEPn-id is the system level dependent load ID,
n = 1,2 ....,5
LDEPI-ID : 3 is the system load HO-PM-PO, the HPOTP
discharge pressure, which is the static
pressure load
SC-COEF is the scaling coefficient, in this case,
which is l.O
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3. Go into the problem text file- "LOADKB PTF", add an entry for the HPOTP
discharge duct static pressure load
4. Go into the rule file: "LOADKB RUL", add an entry for the HPOTP discharge
duct static pressure load.
Once these four steps are completed, the load-expert system will be capable of
evaluating the component static pressure load.
The Probabilistic Thermal Load Model
The generic probabilistic thermal load model is much more complex as compared
to the scaling model; nevertheless, the same implementation philosophy is
followed. Routines and rule module have been written for generic probabilis-
tic thermal load model, and the load-specific knowledge is required to be im-
plemented in the knowledge base. With such a design, one model serves the
needs of all components. The evaluation model stays the same, but the load
information and data could change, depending on the engine type and the compo-
nent design.
The probabilistic thermal load model is really a two-level hierarchical
model. It is a coupling of a thermal load influence model and a scaling
model. The thermal load influence model is a probabilistic influence model
which correlates the system-dependent loads relevant to the component under
consideration to a set of boundary condition loads for the component. The
scaling model then uses the boundary loads to scale the reference temperature
profile of the component to the new temperature profile.
The thermal load influence model implemented on the load-expert system has the
following form:
aLbc,i
Lbc,io
aYj
= _ ICij
j Y.jo
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where, Lbc,i ° is the meanof the ith boundary condition load,
ALbc,i is the changeof the ith b.c. load,
Yjo is the mean of the jth system dependent load,
AYj is the change in Yj
ICij is the influence coefficient
In this model, the influence coefficients are assumed to be constant. This
influence model is the same as the engine system influence model except that
the influence coefficients of the thermal load model are constant whereas the
engine system influence coefficients are a polynomial function of the com-
manded power level.
With appropriate selection of system level dependent loads and boundary condi-
tion loads, the probabilistic thermal load model makes good prediction of the
new temperatures. The boundary condition loads information and the load
dependency of component thermal load models for four selected components have
been implemented on the knowledge base. The component thermal boundary load
information is implemented in database SCTH and the thermal load influence
coefficients in ICTH.
The probabilistic thermal load evaluation routines have been implemented in
the load calculation module ANLOAD. One could use the expert system consulta-
tion module ANLDIN to prepare an ANLOAD input file and run an ANLOAD calcula-
tion to obtain the thermal load result. With the model and tools available on
the expert system, the probabilistic thermal model for any new component can
be easily implemented. In the load-expert system LDEXPT version 2.1, the
thermal load models for the turbine blade, the HPFTP and the HPOTP transfer
ducts, the LOX post and the HPOTP discharge duct have been implemented (ref.
6.1). As an example, the probabilistic thermal load model for the turbine
blade is presented in Appendix B.
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The Duct Pressure Fluctuation Model
The dynamic pressure load on a duct is the pressure fluctuation exerted to the
duct due to the turbulence flow condition inside the duct. The generic pres-
sure fluctuation model was developed (ref. 6.2) to provide a fluctuation pres-
sure load in the form of a pressure PSD and correlation lengths for flows
through the ducts at different locations.
The fluctuation pressure PSD of the ducts under investigation (for the Compo-
site Load Spectra project, it is the hot gas manifold transfer ducts, the LOX
posts, and the HPOTP discharge duct) has the following general shap_as shown
in Figure 6.7:
, f-s for f < f < fi(f) ko o
(f) ki _ f-5/3 for fi < f < fl
where s is the shape factor, it can be either 1.0 or 0.4, depending on the
component and the geometry location,
fo is the frequency lower bound cutoff,
fi is the frequency beyond which inertial subrange is in effect,
chosen in general at 40% of the entire frequency band fl'
and fl represents the range to which the spectra is of interest.
it is
The PSD is normalized to the root-mean-square fluctuation pressure p' which is
proportional to the l-D flow dynamic head ql-D" The P'/ql-D ratio is an
empirical parameter developed based on experimental data. It varies with the
flow geometry and flow separation characteristics. The values used in the
model will be based on existing experimental data and engineering estimates by
our expert if data does not exist. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the PSD predic-
tions of the above formulas for the HGM oxidizer upper transfer duct at the
entrance top position and the fuel upper transfer duct at the entrance bottom
position. In Figure 6.9, the shape factor s of 0.4 gives a better fit to the
PSD.
6-28
slope -5/3
In fo In fi In fl
In f
Figure 6.7. Schematic of PSD Curve From Which Various Constants
Need to be Determined
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The correlation length Lx, over which the pressure fluctuation acts, can be
evaluated as Follows"
Lx = UC Tx
® R(_) d_Tx " _o
R(z) = _o @(w) cos wz dw
where, UC = 0.6 * UI_ D for a boundary layer flow,
Uc is the convection velocity of the large scale eddies,
Ul_ D is the freestream velocity
The model implemented is generic to the components of interest. Three
databases are required. The first database is the dependent load information
on flow velocity and dynamic head for each component. The second database is
the coarse geometry information related to the ratio of the l-D (one dimen-
sion) root-mean-square pressure to the flow dynamic head. This ratio relates
to the turbulent intensity factor of the flow and is geometry dependent. The
third database is the pressure fluctuation parameter database. One of the
parameters is the geometry-dependent ratio related to the turbulent intens-
ity. Therefore, the parameter database has entries for each coarse geometry
region. Examples of the second and third databases are listed below for the
HPOTP discharge duct.
DUCT • The geometry database for ducts
COMP-ID : lO
C-L-ID : 33
N-ZONES : 6
LOC-I : STRAIGHT
LOC-2 : TURNIALL
/_ HPOTP
/* Component Fluctuation Pressure Load
/* Number of coarse zones
/_ Straight portion of the duct
/* All area of the wall of the first turn
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LOC-3 : TURN2TOP
LOC-4 : TURN2BOT
LOC-5 : TURN3TOP
LOC-6 : TURN3BOT
/* Top wall of the turn #2
/* Bottom wall of the turn #2
/* Top wall of the turn #3
/* Bottom wall of the turn #3
CLFP:
COMP-ID : I0
C-L-ID : 33
C-L-NA : HODD-F-P
LOCATION: TURNIALL
DIA-EQV : 0.333
FI-RATIO: 0.15
CORLEN : 0.175
SHAPE-F : 0.4
FREQ-O : I0
FREQ-I : 4000
FREQ-L : I0000
A-L-FREQ: 0.81
The component fluctuation pressure load parameter database
/* HPOTP Discharge Duct Fluctuation Pr.
/* Location of the duct
/* Equivalent diameter in ft
/4 Fluctuation intensity ratio, i.e.
/* the ratio of the I-D root-mean-square
/* pressure to the flow dynamic head
/* Nominal fluctuation pressure
/* correlation length
/* Shape factor
/* PSD frequency lower bound in Hz
/* PSD intermediate frequency in Hz
/* PSD cut-off frequency in Hz
/* Percentage area under the low frequency
/* portion of the PSD
The fluctuation pressure load model is available in the load-expert system.
However, the model requires the evaluation of the I-D flow velocity and dyna-
mic head which are not available in the present engine influence coefficient
set but available in the expanded influence coefficient set which will be im-
plemented in the next version of the load-expert system. A summary paper
(ref. 6.3) written by the developer of the pressure fluctuation model is
included as Appendix C to provide the theoretical support of this work.
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The Vibration Loads
A vibration load model, called periodic load model, was developed (ref. 6.4)
which evaluates the variance of the composite vibration load which is a linear
combination of a random vibration and synchronous vibration loads. Detail of
the model is presented as Appendix D of this report. This model is interest-
ing and is available as a rule module. However, further investigation is
needed to develop applications of this model.
In practical applications of a vibration model, the power density spectrum of
the vibration load is required. A simple model generating a piecewi_e linear
PSD function is available in the load-expert system. The vibration model will
be revisited when an application problem to the HPOTP discharge duct is
developed.
6-34
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Appendix A
Sample LDEXPT Load-Expert System Consultation Session
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Appendix B
Turbine Blade Thermal Load Model
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TURBINE BLADE THERMAL LOAD MODEL
An algorithm has been developed for determining the steady-state temperature
distribution in the HPFTP second stage turbine blade over the engine operating
range from MPL to FPL. Geometric influences (tolerance stackup and seal wear)
are included in the algorithm.
Thermal Model
A three-dimensional steady-state ANSYS thermal analysis of the SSME HPFTP sec-
ond stage turbine blade has previously been made on the SSME contract effort.
The thermal model is shown in Figure I. The model includes the blade, plat-
form, and shank. The damper is not included and firtree region is accounted
for with an added coarse model. A small portion of the aft region of the
shank including the aft face of the shank has a nicraly/zirconium oxide ther-
mal barrier coating to reduce the thermal gradients in this region. This
coating is accounted for by adjusting the coolant side heat transfer coeffi-
cient. The airfoil itself is also coated. The model does not include this
coating since, at steady-state, the airfoil operates at the turbine gas tem-
perature with or without a coating. For a transient analysis, the coating
should be considered so that the transient thermal gradients within the air-
foil would be properly taken into account. The model was run for FPL
conditions.
Method of Determining Thermal Distribution
The same basic procedure used for the HGM transfer tube is also used for the
turbine blade. One change for the blade analysis is that, in addition to
using the maximum and minimum temperatures of the part (max. Twg and min.
THc) to scale the reference internal temperatures to other conditions, two
intermediate temperatures are also used Tml and Tm2). These two inter-
mediate temperatures correspond to the intermediate gas temperatures that are
used in the thermal model. This has the effect of dividing the blade into
three regions (the region between max. Twg and the Tml isotherm, the
B-2
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Figure B.I Thermal Model for the SSME HPFTP
Second Stage Turbine Blade
region between the Tml and Tm2 isotherms, and the region between the Tm2
isotherm and min. Twc). These three regions correspond approximately to the
airfoil and platform, the major portion of the shank, and the aft portion of
the shank, respectively. These three regions will be discussed further in the
section on the blade temperature distribution.
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Independent Parameters. Because the flowrates are so high and the disk
rotates so rapidly, the heat transfer coefficients are high enough that change
in the heat transfer coefficients have a negligible influence on the blade
thermal distribution. The thermal distribution is controlled by the fluid
temperatures surrounding the blade. The following independent parameters con-
trol the fluid temperatures which surround the blade.
Turbine inlet temperature (Tin)
Turbine discharge temperature (Tout)
Pump discharge temperature (Tp)
Geometric influence on the coolant flowrate (Gc). This parameter
is primarily determined by the tolerance stackup and seal wear. It
determines the amount of coolant going to the aft face of the second
stage disk. Increases in Gc correspond to increases in coolant
flow (greater seal leakage).
Geometric influence on the hot gas leakage into the coolant circuit
(Gh). This parameter is also primarily determined by the toler-
ance stackup and seal wear. Increases in Gh correspond to
increases in hot gas leakage. There is not, as yet, enough data to
determine whether the tolerance stackup or the seal wear is the pre-
dominant factor. Also, the rate at which seal wear occurs is not
known (whether it occurs primarily early in testing or continues
gradually from test to test).
Blade Boundary Conditions. The four temperatures (max. Twg, Tml , Tm2 ,
and min. TWc) used to define the thermal distribution in the blade are func-
tions of the above five independent parameters described in the previous sec-
tion. Equations for the four temperatures in terms of the five independent
parameters are derived below.
The turbine hot gas (Tg) at the location of the second stage blade is a
function of the turbine inlet and discharge temperatures (Tin and Tout).
B-4
Based on hydrodynamic calculations (Fig. 2) it can be reasonably approxi-
mated by the following equation
Tg = 0.84*Tout + O.16*Tin (I)
The maximumtemperature of the blade (max. Twg) is the sameas the tempera-
ture of the turbine hot gas. Therefore, Equation (l) also represents the max-
imumtemperature of the blade.
Max. Twg= O. 84 Tout + 0.16 Tin (2)
The coolant temperature for the aft part of the disk (TC) is determined by
the pump discharge temperature (Tp) and the geometric influence (GC) on
the coolant flow. For baseline geometry conditions the coolant temperature is
assumed to be 250°R greater than the pump temperature and to vary directly
with the pumptemperature.
TC = 250 + Tp (3)
Experience has shown that the coolant temperature has an approximate range
from 250°R to 450°R, depending primarily on the magnitude of the coolant flow-
rate. For a geometry influence parameter (Gc) value of l.O at the reference
conditions and a reference coolant temperature of 350°R the maximumrange for
the coolant geometry influence parameter is from 0.71 to 1.29. The 0.71 value
will give a coolant temperature changeof +IO0°R (450-350) and the 1.29 value
will give a coolant temperature change of -lO0°R (250-350). In equation form
the change in the coolant temperature due to geometric influence is
AT c : 344.8 (I-G c) : 344.8 - 344.8G c (4)
Equations (3) and (4) can be added to give the equation for the coolant tem-
perature.
TC = 594.8 + Tp - 344.8G C (5)
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The minimum temperature of the blade (min. Twc) is assumed to vary identi-
cally with the change in the coolant temperature (Tc) and to be 88°R higher
than it. Using equation (5) the equation for the minimum temperature of the
blade becomes
Min. TNc = 682.8 + Tp - 344.8G c (6)
The first mixed gas temperature (Tml) is determined from the turbine gas
temperature (Tg), the coolant temperature (Tc), and the geometric influ-
ence (Gh) on the hot gas leakage into the coolant circuit. From the refer-
ence case data (nominal geometric conditions), the equation for Tml can be
given as
Tml = 0.1325T C + 0.8675Tg (7)
There is also a geometry influence on this mixed temperature. This parameter
(Gh) is set to a value of l.O for the reference case. Experience has shown
that the mixed temperature can vary from 1350°R to 1860°R. For a reference
mixed gas temperature of 1660°R, the maximum range for the hot gas geometry
influence parameter becomes 0.813 to 1.12. The 0.813 value will give a change
in the mixed gas temperature of -3IO°R (1350-1660) and the 1.12 factor will
give a change in the mixed gas temperature of +120°R (1860-1660). The equa-
tion for the change in the first mixed gas temperature as a function of the
geometric influence parameter can be given as
aTml = 1660 (Gh - l) : 1660G h - 1660 (8)
Adding equations (7) and (8) and substituting equations (l) and (5) for T
g
and TC, respectively gives the equation for the first mixed gas temperature.
Tml = -]581.2+O.1325Tp-45.69Gc+O.7287Tout+O.1388Tin+]660G h (9)
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The second mixed gas temperature (Tm2) is just the average of the first
mixed gas temperature (Tml) and the coolant temperature (Tc). By taking
the average of the sum of Equations (5) and (9), the influence coefficient
equation for Tm2 is obtained.
Tm2 = -493.2+0.566Tp-195.2Gc+O.3644Tout+O.O694Tin+830G h (10)
Equations (2), (6), (9), and (I0) define, in terms of the five independent
parameters, the four temperatures used in determining the temperature
distribution.
Influence Coefficients. Equations (2), (6), (9), and (I0) can be rewritten in
influence coefficient form. The values of the coefficients are determined by
multiplying the coefficient for each independent parameter in equations (2),
(6), (9), and (I0) by the ratio for the reference value of the independent
parameter to reference value of the dependent parameter. For equation (2),
this procedure is shown below.
max. Twg Ref. Tou t 6Tou t Ref. Tin 6Tin
Ref. max. T = 0.84 Ref. max. T Ref. T + 0.16 Ref. max. T Ref. T.
wg wg out wg In
(II)
The four influence coefficient equations are
6max. Twg = 0.8269 &T°ut
Ref. max. Twg Ref. Tou t
+ 0.1731
6Ti n
Ref. T.
In
(12)
&min. Twc : 0.2283 &Tg
Ref. min. T Ref. T
wc g
- 0.7872
aGc
Ref. Gc
(13)
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AT _Gc
_Tml = 0.00798 g - 0.0275 + 0.8038 _T°ut
Ref. Tml Ref. Tg Ref. Gc Ref. Tou t
ATin ATh
+ 0.1682 + 1.0
Ref. Tin Ref. Gh
(14)
&Tp &Gc AT&Tm2 : 0.0563 - 0.1942 + 0.6639 out
Ref. Tm2 Ref. Tp Ref. Gc Ref. Tou t
&Tin &T h
+ 0.1389 Ref. Tin + 0.8259 Ref. Gh (15)
Blade Temperature Distribution. As mentioned previously, the blade is effec-
tively divided into three sections. The reference isotherms for Tml and
Tm2 form the internal boundaries. The physical locations of these internal
boundaries (isotherms) do not change for different operating conditions. Only
the temperatures associated with these two isotherms will change, being the
adjusted values for Tml and Tm2. The temperature distribution equation
for each of the three sections is given below, based on the four temperatures
determined from equations (2), (6), (9), and (10) and the reference condi-
tions. Ref. T refers to the reference temperature at a specific location
within the thermal model of the blade.
For Ref. T > Ref. T
ml
max. Twg - Tml (16)
T = Tml + (Ref. T - Ref. Tml) Ref. max. Twg - Ref. Tml
For Ref. Tm2 _ Ref. T < Ref. Tml"
T = Tm2 + (Ref. T - Ref. Tm2)
Tml - Tm2
Ref. Tml - Ref. Tm2
(17)
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For Ref. T < Ref. Tm2"
T - min T
T = mix. T + (Ref. T - Ref. min. T ) m2 " wc (18)
wc wc Ref. Tm2- Ref. min. Twc
Reference Parameters. The temperature distribution from the previously con-
structed thermal model (ref, 2) of the HPFTP second stage turbine blade is
used as the reference case. This reference case is at the FPL operating
point. The values for the reference parameters are
Ref. T. = 2011°RIn
Ref. T : 1831°R
out
Ref. T : lO0°R
P
Ref. Gc : 1.0
Ref, Gh = 1.0
Ref. Max. T = 1860°R
wg
Ref. Tml = 1660°R
Ref. Min. TNc = 438°R
In addition, the reference temperature distribution will need to be used.
This temperature distribution is saved on a file. The coordinate locations
for the temperatures are also on this file.
A three-dimensional model of the second stage blade, including the firtree and
the disk, has recently been run. A case has been run with this model using
the same reference conditions as for the model. The thermal distribution for
the blade, platform, and shank from this case could be substituted for the
reference temperature distribution described in the previous paragraph.
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Conclusions. For purposes of this study the procedure developed for
determining the thermal distribution is adequate. As this study progresses
the following further work should be addressed.
A more sophisticated approach to the influence of geometric varia-
tions should be considered.
The geometric influence parameters (Gh and Gc) need to be cor-
related with actual engine dimensions and dimensional changes due to
wear.
A more refined second stage turbine blade model which includes the
firtree and disk is now available. Eventually it should be used.
Parameters which have a secondary influence on the temperature dis-
tribution have been ignored. Ultimately, these should be included
in determining the thermal load.
B-ll

Appendix C
Pressure Fluctuations and Correlation Lengths
Summary and Critique
C-]
Pressure Fluctuations and Correlation Lengths: Summaryand Critique
Three previous l.L.s (refs. CI-C3) have documentedthe work that was carried
out to predict the pressure fluctuations PSDand the correlation lengths for
the transfer duct, high pressure oxidizer pumpdischarge duct (HPOPDD)and the
main injector regions of the SSMEfor the CLSprogram. Figures CI-C3 summar-
ize, in a flowchart format, the techniques established. Extensive use was
made of the cold-flow experimental data and hot-fire engine data, where
available, to yield these results. For example, a survey of the scaled-up
transfer duct data showedthat 81%percent of the energy was contained in the
I0-I000 Hz range. A similar survey yielded the sameenergy in the 10-4000 Hz
range for the HPOPDDdata. These observations were used to determine the
frequency domain in which the various scaling laws were valid.
Since the CLS program is generic in nature, it would be worthwhile to under-
stand the rationale for these frequency values as a function of the flow
geometry. A list of issues that need discussion are:
i) Upper frequency bound which contains a major percentage of the
energy,
ii) Extent of correlated pressure zones,
iii) Decay of wall pressure fluctuations, and
iv) Separated region prediction.
i) UPPER FREQUENCY DETERMINATION
Past research on nondimensionalizing wall pressure fluctuation data on flat
plates and cylinders has shown that the displacement thickness, 6_, and
the free stream velocity, U , are parameters that cause the data at
differ- ent Reynolds numbers to collapse. Since this detailed information is
not available for the complex flow geometries studied in this program, the
best one can do is to survey the data that is available to determine the
cross-over frequency at which the PSD data changes slope. In ref. Cl, an
estimate of
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this frequency was made, based on the convection velocity and the duct radius,
and a value within +20% of I000 Hz was determined for the fuel and LOX side
transfer ducts. However, the same technique yielded too low a value for the
HPOPDD, since the flow geometry involves bends which lead to the wallbounded
shear layers to be of different thicknesses on opposite walls. In any case,
the geometries are far too complex for any simple technique to work adequately
for all cases. From a review of the techniques developed in refs. CI-C3, it
is observed that for "skimming" type flows, i.e., flows parallel to surfaces,
the frequency at which the data shifts from a -l or -0.4 slope (on a log-log
scale) to a -5/3 slope occurs at 40% of the wideband frequency. For instance,
the transfer duct data PSD frequency limits were 0-2500 Hz, and I000 Hz was
determined as the frequency below which 81% of the energy exists.
Similarly for the HPOPDD, 4000 Hz was determined as the point below which the
same energy content exists, and the wideband frequency was lO,O00 Hz. Simi-
larly, a skimming-type flow exists for the main injector in the region of
posts 70-71 and again, 40% of the wideband frequency limit was determined as
the cross-over frequency point. In ref. C3, 75% of the energy was determined
to exist in this frequency limit. For this summary report, this percentage
was raised to 81% and no significant difference was observed in the PSD
values. Hence, a 40% of the wideband frequency which contains 81% of the
energy appears to hold true for the data studied.
As a check, a data set for measurements taken on the LOX-side transfer duct,
which was analyzed in the frequency ranges of 0-2500 Hz and O-lO,O00 Hz Was
used to check this hypothesis. Figures C4 and C5 show the result of this
exercise. The results show that the fit to the data is rather good. This
means that either there is proportionately the same amount of energy in the
lO-lO00 Hz range or that the addition to the energy From 1000-4000 Hz is not
significant. Since the composite rms values (3.51 psi and 3.56 psi) are
almost the same, the latter observation is true.
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Consequently, one has to make sure that the data has been analyzed using an
adequate frequency range so that a large fraction of the energy has not been
omitted for this technique to work. Of course, by the sametoken, one cannot
increase the upper frequency limit at random and expect the technique to
work. A realistic bandwidth should be chosen based on either observing the
highest frequencies seen in the data or basing it on past experience.
For the main injector, at posts 01-02, a stagnation-type flow is envisioned.
This is especially true for the top, i.e. towards the LOX dome, location.
Revisiting the data in ref. C3, it is observed that a 40% split does hold true
(ref. Fig. C6) provided one uses a geometric shape factor, S = 0.99 for the
computer program or S = l.O, if one determines the coefficients Ko and Ki
explicitly, as was done for the initial analysis in ref. Cl.
Hence, as a rule of thumb, a 40% value of the wideband frequency can be used
as a guideline for the frequency at which the PSD changes slope. Also, in
general, a shape Factor value of S = 0.4 is advisable for flows which are
separated or with adverse pressure gradient, since these conditions lead to
more energy at the lower Frequencies. Otherwise, S = l will generally prove
to be adequate to predict the PSD decay.
Hith regards to predicting Prms values, significant differences are
observed, depending upon the region under consideration. For geometries that
do not have separated regions, it is observed that Prms values of 0.15
ql-D or 0.30 ql-D can be used, depending upon accelerating or decelerating
regions, respectively. This is observed to be true for both the two-duct
transfer duct and the HPOPDD data, where O.15q1_D was used. Large depar-
tures from these values are observed when one uses estimates of ql-D which
do not hold true over a major portion of the flow. This is observed in the
three-duct hot gas manifold where it is known that a large area of the center
transfer contains separated flow. Consequently, the effective flow area is
reduced, leading to a higher y value. Yet, since this study is generic in
nature, detailed information regarding the flowfield is not known. Conse-
quently, large estimates of the Prms/q1_D ratio result based on
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one-dimensional estimates. Furthermore, because of the complex nature of the
flow in the main injector region, the local value of q could be almost an
order of magnitude different from ql-D depending upon the location. Again,
from a generic viewpoint, the values shown in Figure C3 essentially bracket
the P based on one-dimensional estimates of q in the transfer duct, and
rms
should be used. It should be mentioned that a similar analysis should be done
for the two-duct hot gas manifold to determine the Prms/ql_D variation.
ii) CORRELATION ZONE DETERMINATION
An estimate of the correlation length is obtained by determining the integral
time scale and multiplying it by the convection velocity. The procedure is
outlined in ref. Cl. The upper limit for the integration is typically set
equa] to a characteristic dimension divided by the convection velocity (equal
to 0.6 times the UI_D). Since this study limits itself to wall pressure
fluctuations, the extent of the correlated zone is of importance. Two sur-
faces that describe any surface are: flat and curved. For flat surfaces,
Hillmarth and Nooldridge (ref. C4) have shown that both the transverse and
longitudinal scale are on the order of the boundary-layer displacement thick-
ness. The transverse and longitudinal scales of both large and small-scale
wall pressure fluctuations were also found to be approximately the same. For
this study, curved surface geometries are more applicable. Past research on
determining the ratio of longitudinal to transverse length scales (ref. C5 and
C6) have shown that the transverse scale is typically smaller than the
longitudinal scale. For flowthrough straight pipes, ref. C5 quantifies this
ratio to be approximately 0.5. Qualitatively, this can be explained visualiz-
ing a large eddy adjacent to a curved wall. For a convex surface, it is
apparent that in the transverse direction, at either side of the periphery of
the large eddy, the mean velocity would be higher than it would be at the
sides of the same eddy in a plane boundary layer. Thus, there is a streamwise
shearing motion along the sides of large eddies in a boundary layer with
transverse curvature that is not present in a plane boundary layer. This
shearing motion also acts to reduce the transverse scale of the large eddies.
A similar scenario can be envisioned for a concave surface, e.g. flow inside a
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pipe. In this case, the edges of the large eddy are experiencing a lower mean
velocity than the center. Again a streamwise shearing action ensues, thereby
reducing the extent of the transverse scale. It should be noted that if 6*,
the displacement thickness, is taken as a measure of the scale of turbulence,
and if indeed the data does scale in the -5/3 slope regime, then one can use
this technique to determine another estimate of the length scale, as follows.
If, for instance, for the LOX side transfer duct one determines, at f = I000
Hz,"
_6*/U c :
(2"_*I000)*(2.50/12_
(0.6*386)
= 5.65.
Then equating this value of _6*/U c to the HPOPDD case yields"
6* : 0.24 inchesHPOPDD
which is almost an order of magnitude smaller than that predicted in ref. C2.
This difference signifies the complexity of the flow and danger of putting too
much faith in a single point measurement. From a worst-case point of view,
obviously, the larger value for the correlation length scale should be used.
Similarly, for the main injector, one obtains:
6*MI : 1.84 inches,
which compares well with values obtained in ref. C3.
iii) DECAY OF WALL PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS
In order to obtain a more realistic estimate of the extent of the correlation
zone, it is best to determine the decay of the wall pressure fluctuations. It
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should be noted that the correlation length discussed earlier is the average
size of the large scale, energy-containing eddy over which the eddy retains
its characteristics. Thus, by using this to be the length over which the
pressure-producing eddy is fully correlated is, in a sense, assuming worst-
case conditions. In reality, due to viscous interaction and dissipation, both
large- and small-scale pressure producing eddies decay after travelling a dis-
tance proportional to their scale (ref. C4). More precisely, a pressure-
producing eddy of large or small wavelength X decays and vanishes after
travelling a distance of approximately 6_.
In order to relate the PSD at one point to another point _equires an, in-depth
knowledge of the flowfield. This has been done in ref. C4 for measurements
over a flat plate turbulent boundary layer and analyzed in ref. C7 to yield
the expression shown below:
PDS (_,n,_) = PSD (o,o,_)A(_/Uc)B(_n/Uc)eXp(-i_/U c) (I)
with the corresponding space-time correlation given by:
R(_,o,_) = f_PSD(o,o,_)A(_IUc)eXp[i(_-_IUc)]d_ (2)
and
R(o,n,_) = _PSD(o,o,_)B(_n/Uc)exp[i_]d_ (3)
In eq.(1), functions A and B are determined experimentally, see Figs. C7 and
C8, and can also be fit by the following two expressions:
A(_) = exp(-O.11451Xl) + 0.11451_1 exp(-2.51_l) (4)
B(B) = 0.155 exp(-O.921BI) +0.70 exp(-O.7891BI)
+0.145 exp(-2.9161BI) +0.99 exp(-4.018#) (5)
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where X = _IU c and _ = _nlU c. The variation of Uc with the fre-
quency is shown in Figure C9. Thus, using these relationships it is feasible
to predict the PSD as a Function of distance from a reference location where
the PSD is known. A similar database, developed by Hillmarth and Yang, flows
over cylinders aligned with the flow.
In order to develop this capability for the CLS program, an experimental pro-
gram needs to be carried out to develop this database for geometries relevant
to the program. Since data For such geometries is scant, the best one can do
is to use the PSD prediction technique in conjunction with the correlation
lengths described earlier.
iv) SEPARATION REGION PREDICTION
Separated regions are of interest because they lead to irrecoverable total
pressure loss which can lead to degraded engine performance. In addition,
large values of the PSD at low frequencies are observed, which, if they are
coincident with the resonance frequency of the local structure, could lead to
structural problems or failures.
Furthermore, the streamwise extent of the separated region is usually larger
than the normally computed correlation length. This, therefore, leads to
larger, correlated pressure zones which also aid to amplify the problem.
Typically, the prediction of separated regions requires a detailed knowledge
of the flowfield. As a minimum, for instance, a wall static pressure distri-
bution is needed to determine if adverse pressure gradients exist which could
lead to flow separation. Ideally, this information should be coupled with
velocity measurements that are capable of resolving flow reversals.
However, this is unrealistic for the time being since no program currently
exists to measure, in a nonintrusive manner, the flowField in a hot-fire
engine test. Thus, for the current wall, static pressure distribution coupled
with high frequency pressure fluctuation measurements are more realistic. It
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is anticipated that the current database will be substantially increased with
the advent of the technology test bed program.
For the present, however, one is left to make intuitive judgments with regard
to separated regions basedpurely on geometric considerations and past experi-
ence. For instance, the axisymmetric turnaround duct program (ref. C8) showed
that a separated region exists starting at the 154 deg location on the inner
wall of the duct. Similarly, the solid wall hot gas manifold test program
(ref. C9) showedthat the center transfer duct of the three-duct configuration
contained flow which was essentially all separated.
Past work on flow through pipes with bends could also be researched in the
literature to determine the relationship between Reynolds number, bend geome-
try and incoming turbulence intensity.
The bottom line is that quantitative separation zone prediction for the com-
plex geometries being studied is difficult at best. One has to revert to past
experience or intuitive judgment. Of course, with the continued development
of computational fluid dynamics models, these predictions could also be used
to aid in this process. However, current CFDcapability is not at the point
where it can be used routinely and cost-effectively for complex three-
dimensional geometries that are of interest in the rocket engine environment.
CONCLUSIONS
A technique has been determined which can be used to predict the PSDsand the
correlation lengths for the transfer duct, HPOPDD,and the main injector
region of the SSME. The technique has been based on existing cold-flow or
hot-fire engine data. It is observed that generally good agreement is
achieved with other existing PSDdata. However, the level of the PSDor the
Prms level is a strong factor for the turbulence intensity assumed. Based
on one-dimensional estimates, large variations in the Prms/q1_D ratio are
observed whendifferent regions are compared. This issue can be only resolved
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by acquiring more experimental data, thus widening the database. Similarly,
due to the lack of a detailed database, no assumptions can be maderegarding
the decay of the wall pressure fluctuations. This knowledge would ultimately
resolve the question of how the entire structure is loaded. This currently is
a weak point since it is not knownwhether the locations at which past mea-
surements have been madeare those at which the turbulence is greatest. Such
detailed information would give clues to the existence of separated regions
since velocity profile measurementsare not forthcoming in the near term.
Summarizing, the technique developed in the current study is a step in the
right direction since it is anchored to actual data rather than intuitive
guesses regarding the turbulence levels. Also, the PSDprediction is compared
with actual data rather than data obtained from geometries which have little
or no resemblance to those in a rocket engine. Future verification of the
technique developed herein will be based by comparing it with more data as it
becomesavailable.
5753a/bes
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Appendix D
Periodic Load Model
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PERIODIC LOAD MODEL
Introduction
The modeling of vibration or, more generally, periodic loads, requires that a
more rigorous treatment of dependent load models be developed. This is
because the forced vibration loads, especially at multiples of pump speed (in
the frequency domain) show a strong dependency. The variability in the pre-
dicted load will also be incorrect if the dependence effect is not accounted
for in the model. In fact, when the correlation is in position, the
variability will always be underpredicted. Therefore, a more thorough
treatment of these types of loads has been developed.
Model Development
The basic model requires some estimates of the correlation between various
types of vibration loads. These correlations are then used to predict the
spread in the variable of interest. As an example, assume that one is inter-
ested in the composite vibration load, where the composite load is composed of
all of the synchronous and random levels for all frequencies. The composite
load, denoted C, is given as a function of a constant term and the synchronous
vibration magnitudes:
C = ao + alL 1 + +amLm (2)
where Li is the magnitude of the ith synchronous level and the coeffi-
cients, ai are to be determined. It is worth noting that this can just as
easily be written as the first synchronous load, Ll, as a function of the
composite level, C, but this is the example chosen for discussion.
For the model shown in Equation (I), how does one predict the composite
levels? To do this we will need to compute the covariance matrix of the indi-
vidual inputs, Li, of the model. But first it is wise to adopt some addi-
tional notation and normalize some terms.
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First we denote the normalized load levels as Ni and
calculate Ni as"
Ni : (Li - mi)/s i (2)
where mi is the mean of Li and si is the standard deviation.
equation which will fit is then given by"
The actual
C = co + biN I + +b N (3)mm
If we denote the variance of C by Var(C), then
Vat(C) = bT R b (4)
where b is the vector composed of the coefficients in Equation (3) and R is
the matrix of the correlation coefficients, rij, between variable Li and
Lj.
At this point we take advantage of some useful properties of the covariance
matrix, R. We know that the matrix Q, whose columns consist of the eigenvec-
tors of R can be used to reduce Equation (4) to the form:
2
Vat(C) : I:qiPi (5)
where qi are the eigenvalues and Pi are the components of the vector
obtained by multiplying b times QT.
To perform calculations using these equations, it becomes necessary to examine
the available data to obtain estimates for mi and si, i.e. the mean and
standard deviations for the ith synchronous load level.
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Most of the available data deals with maximumPSDvalues over the test or mis-
sion. Thesevalues are used to monitor the wear and health of various engine
components, but they do leave out someof the statistical information that is
needed. Therefore, the probabilistic information is obtained from the
database, assuming that the peak values represent a three-standard deviation
spread from the mean value. A visual examination of tracking filter data
indicates that a COYvalue is approximately 20%. This implies that the mean
and standard deviation values can be found from the following set of equations:
Mean: 0.625 x Peakamplitude
Standard deviation = 0.125 x Peak amplitude
(6a)
(6b)
Of course, it is assumed that the PSD values are distributed normally about
their mean values. The peak amplitudes are obtained from data analyses. Fig-
ure Dl shows the distribution of peak values for both pump and turbine data
for I04_ and I09% power levels. This data represents the HPFTP peak PSD data
where an ll-point moving average has been used. It is interesting to note
that the I09% power level curve is to the left of the I04% power level curve.
The other factor to examine is the variability in the vibration type load with
location. Figures D2 through D5 show this variation for composite and syn-
chronous pump data at both I04% and I09% power level. The turbine data has
also been examined but the plots do not provide any new information; there-
fore, they are not included.
This information is useful for obtaining peak amplitudes for vibration loads
either for pumps or turbines and adjusting for location. However, the peak
amplitudes cannot be obtained as independent random variables, as has been
done previously, since there is a high degree of correlation between some of
the synchronous modes. The correlation of the peak composite data with the
peak synchronous data is shown in Figures D6, DT, and D8. The correlation of
the composite and synchronous data has a correlation coefficient of 0.818 when
all of the power level data is included: 0.797 for the I04% power level data,
and 0.987 for the 109_ data for the pump radial position (0). The other
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correlation coefficients for the remaining locations is shownin Table I. The
plots of these remaining data sets do not show any new information, they just
moreor less scatter about the trend lines and therefore are not included.
New information is obtained when higher multiples of the pump or turbine
speeds are examined. For the 2N, 3N, and 4N multiples, there is little cor-
relation among the peak amplitudes. This is shown in Figures D9 and DlO. In
Figure D9 we see the same plot as in Figure D7 but now the 2N data is super-
imposed on top of that plot. As this figure indicates, there is a clear rela-
tionship between the composite and synchronous data, but a very weak one
between the composite and the 2N data. The relationships between higher mul-
tiples is even weaker, as indicated in Figure Dg.
At this point it is noted that after this analysis was performed, it was dis-
covered that the data for the PSDs found in Table I were taken only through
850 Hz. This implies that a significant portion of the energy imparted to the
engine, due to the 2N, 3N, and 4N forced vibration levels, is not represented
in the PSD values. While this is a problem for calculating the coefficients
that will ultimately be contained in the expert system, it is not a problem
for the purposes of this sample calculation. What will be changed when the
complete frequency range is changed is the coefficients in the matrix R. How-
ever, a change in the numerical values will not affect the methodology.
To provide additional clarification of the steps taken so far, a sample calcu-
lation is performed. The data for this calculation is shown in Table I where
the composite, synchronous, and pump multiple forced vibration loads, through
four times the pump speed (4N), are shown. These data were analyzed to pro-
duce the correlation coefficients shown in Table 2. The data in Table l
depicts the peak amplitudes measured during 63 separate tests. There are ad-
ditional tests available for the composite and synchronous levels, but the
data were missing for higher multiples. Since we are concerned with develop-
ing correlations, only these 63 tests were used. Ultimately, the actual PSD
levels used in the vibration mode] will be transformed by Equation (6) where
it is assumed that these peaks are at the 3-sigma level.
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TABLE I. VIBRATION LOAD DATA USED FOR SAMPLE CALCULATION
//I/I///////////////////////I///////III////I//////////
Compos
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.1
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.4
3.5
3,5
3.5
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.7
3.7
3.8
3.8
3.9
3.9
3.9
4.0
4.1
4.1
4.2
ite Synchronous
0.5
0.8
1.7
1.8
2.2
2.0
2.3
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.0
2.2
2.5
2.6
27
30
22
28
29
29
25
2.9
2.7
2.6
2.0
2.9
3.2
3.0
3.1
2.0
3.4
3.3
2N
14
08
07
07
16
18
09
10
16
06
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.8
0.9
1.0
0.9
0.6
10
07
09
24
09
06
08
09
24
22
05
22
3N
1.1
1.2
1.3
0.8
0.9
0.9
1.2
1.5
0.9
1.7
0.8
10
11
14
06
09
13
07
09
1.0
1.1
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.0
1.2
0.5
1.8
2.0
1.4
1.4
1.6
4N
0.9
1.9
0.7
1.0
09
09
I 2
I 0
I 1
O9
2.3
0.9
1.0
1.3
1.0
1.4
1.9
0.8
0.6
0.8
1.9
0.8
0.8
1.0
0.7
16
O7
11
14
17
12
O9
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TABLEI. (Concluded)
Composite Synchronous 2N
4.2 3.2 0.9
4.2 3.4 0.6
4.2 3.3 0.8
4.2 3.4 0.9
4.2 3.5 0.6
4.5 2.7 I .I
4.7 4.1 1.4
4.9 3.2 I ,2
4.9 4.5 I .8
4.9 4,2 0,6
4.9 4.1 I .0
5.0 4.2 2,1
5.4 4.7 1.1
5.4 4.6 I .5
5.5 4.8 1.0
5.8 5.1 1.1
5.9 5.0 1.0
5.9 5.2 1.3
5.9 5.4 0.9
6.1 5.4 1.6
6.1 5.4 0.9
6.2 5.4 0.8
6.5 5.2 1.I
6.8 6.2 1.0
6.9 6.4 1.9
7.5 6.7 I .6
7.8 6.2 1.2
9.3 9.0 2.0
9.4 9.0 1.7
9.7 8.8 2.2
10.8 4.2 2.0
////////////////////
3N
10
12
10 1
18 0
10 1
10 1
10 3
4N
1.2
1.5
.4
.8
.0
.0
;3
1
1
1
13 1
12 1
2 1.4
3 2.1
0 1.0
.9
.4
11
0.8
10
11
09
09
19
15
11
19
11
10
14
16
18
13
09
23
17
0.9
0.9
1.2
1.0
0.8
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.4
0.9
0.6
1.0
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.2
1.6
1.7
1/1111/11111//11111//11/11/1111/11
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During the first phase of this program, there are no physical model require-
ments for the vibration model• Therefore, the probabilistic synthesis of the
individual components into an overall composite, random vibration load is
being accomplished by a simple linear fit:
Composite = ao + al*L I + a2*L 2 + • + a *L (7)n n
where Li is the individual synchronous loads and ai are the coefficients
obtained from regression analysis. The variability in the composite load can
then be obtained, using the variance as a measure of the variability from the
covariance matrix"
Var(C) = bT R b (8)
where b is the vector of normalized coefficients (bI, ., bn), and R is
the covariance matrix. The covariance matrix is made up of elements given by"
Rij : rij.si.s j (9)
where rij is the correlation coefficients between variables i and j, si is
the standard deviation of variable i, and sj is the standard deviation for
variable j. This provides a first approximation model for the composite,
periodic load spectrum.
Before proceeding with additional calculations, it is necessary to first
describe the numerical procedure used and how the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
are determined.
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TABLE 2. CORRELATION OF VIBRATION LOADS
I//1111/I/I/1111111/11111/I/I/11111111111111111111111111111111III1111
Correlation of"
Nith" C Ll L2 L3 L4
C l 0.903062 0.405069 0.343665 0.030434
L l 0.903062 1 0.329034 0.273249 0.038454
L2 0.405069 0.329034 1 0.274478 0.147398
L3 0.343665 0.273249 0.274478 1 0.087954
L4 0.030434 0.038454 0.147398 0.087954 1
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The Calculation Of Eigenvalues And Eigenvectors
The eigenvalue and eigenvector calculation is performed numerically using the
Leverrier method as modified by Faddeeva (ref. DI). This method was selected
because it simultaneously calculates the eigenvalues, eigenvectors and inverse
matrix. It is somewhat of a brute force technique but is robust; just the
type of method that is needed for generic applications.
For the R matrix (shown in Table 2 in rows 2 through 5 and columns 2 through
5), the eigenvalues and eigenvectors which were calculated are shown in
Table 3. Because the covariance matrix is real and symmetric, a simple check
of the accuracy of the calculation can be made. This check is performed by
multiplying the eigenvector matrix, Q (ref. Table 3) by its transpose. This
should produce the identity matrix. The calculation demonstrated four signi-
ficant figures after the decimal point which was judged to provide the needed
accuracy for these calculations.
At this point we can begin the calculation for the variance of the composite
load, Vat(C). If we use the correlation coefficients of C with the forced
vibration levels, then these correlation coefficients represent the bi in
Equation (3). If we compare Equations (I) and (3), it is clear that in the
calculation of the variance vector b in Equation (4) must be changed to
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TABLE 3. EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS FOR SAMPLE CALCULATION
II//I/I/I/1111//////I/I/11//////I//I//I/I/I///111//11111111//11
Eigenvalues:
1.62570E+00
Eigenvectors:
Q1
5.56692E-01
5.85605E-01
5.34772E-01
2.47343E-01
9.78083E-01 7.43709E-01 6.52502E-01
Q2 Q3 Q4
-3.12676E-01 3.92960E-01 -6.61853E-01
2.03978E-02 3.86287E-01 7.12258E-01
-I.31845E-01 -8.34468E-01 1.68408E-02
9.40444E-01 5.24853E-03 -2.33145E-01
I/////////////////////I////I//////////////I////////////////////
Therefore:
b' = (bl.S 1 , • , bm.S m)
Var(C) : Sbi2 si2 qi (I0)
The mean values and the standard deviations calculated from the data are shown
in Table 4. Using these values for the standard deviation si, the correla-
tion coefficients from Table 2 for the composite with four synchronous levels
for bi, and eigenvalues from Table 3 for qi' the variance of the composite
level is found to be"
Var(C) : 3.08682
Taking the square root yields an estimate of the standard deviation for the
composite load of 1.745 which compares very well with the value of 1.826 found
from the data analysis. Generally, we do not expect agreement that is this
close because the entire frequency range has not been included. To check, the
entire analysis was repeated for the pump radial position (90). For this
analysis, the calculated standard deviation for the composite vibration PSD is
1.435 while the data analysis gave a result of 1.852. While these are of the
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sameorder, we would expect the agreement to improve as more of the frequency
range is included. This expectation arises because the covariance matrix did
not include all of the cross-correlations and, thus, the estimated variance
should be low (for positive correlation). However, standard deviations should
not match exactly because there is still one other source of variability that
Mean:
Standard
Deviation:
TABLE4. MEANANDSTANDARDDEVIATIONSFORVIBRATIONDATA
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Composite Synchronous 2N 3N 4N
4.719047 3.711111 1.171428 1.215873 1.180952
1.825903 1.795772 0.528678 0.356440 0.463546
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
has not been accounted for in analysis.
random component of the periodic load.
This source of variability is the
To account for the random portion of the composite PSD, we modify Equation (3)
to include this component:
C : co + biN 1 + +bmNm + bm+iZ (ll)
where Z is the random component. Because the random component must, by def-
inition, be uncorrelated with all of the other modes, the covariance matrix
will have another row and column added that contains all zeroes except the
(m+l,m+l) component which will be equal to I. That is, the new covariance
matrix, denoted R', is given by:
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rl,l rl,2 rl,m 0
r2, 1 r2, 2 r2, m 0
R' : ri,l ri,2 ri,m 0
rm'l rm,2 rm,m 0
0 0 0 1
It is a well known fact from linear algebra that this modification to the
covariance matrix will leave the original eigenvaIues and eigenvectors
unchanged. It will introduce a new eigenvalue equal to l and an eigenvectoF
equal to the identity matrix column. Therefore bm+ l will be equal to I and
the variance of the random component can now be calculated From:
_i.22
Var(Z) : Var(C) - DiSiq i (12)
TABLE 5" CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN COMPOSITE AND SYNCHRONOUS DATA
Location Correlation Coefficient
All 104% 109%
Data Power Power
Pump Radial (0) 0.818 0.797 0.987
Pump Radial (90) 0.740 0.761 0.657
Pump Radial (174) 0.719 0.693 0.845
Pump Radial (186) 0.729 0.735 0.819
Turbine Radial (90) 0.554 0.594 0.491
Turbine Axial 0.874 0.873 l.O00*
Turbine Radial (180) 0.642 0.702 0.661
*Only two data points were in this data set, the remaining sets had as few
as 21 and as many as 89.
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Table 5 presents the results of these calculations for a variety of pump and
turbine positions. In some cases, the variance of the composite PSD is less
than the predicted value from the correlated data analysis. This is believed
to be due to the restricted range of frequencies that are used for the data
collection and is not indicative of the results which would be obtained from a
more complete frequency spectrum. There is one interesting trend in the data
that shows that the 90-deg positions for both pump and turbine loads has a
larger correlation contribution to the variance than the (approximately)
This may warrant further investigation when the frequency180-deg position.
range is increased.
Changing The Peak Values to Nominal Values
All of the calculations performed to this point have been for the peak value
data. As was previously discussed, the mean and standard deviation for the
nominal PSD levels are calculated using the previous set of equations. Now,
we can simply estimate the variance of the composite load for the nominal
conditions using this equation. Therefore, the standard deviation is changed
by dividing by 8 and the new variance of 0.38585 is obtained.
This model has been used to compare its prediction with the available data. A
typical plot is shown in Figure Dll. In this figure, t_e actual data is com-
pared to the prediction obtained from RASCAL. The mean predictions remain
accurate but the standard deviation, or spread in the data, is underpre-
dicted. This is primarily due to the limited number of samples available from
these runs. The cases are being reanalyzed to determine if the smaller pre-
dicted variability is due to the method or to the need to increase the sample
space selected for the analyses.
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